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FOREWORD 

The Energy Crisis Symposium was organized as a joint effort by the seven 

professional societies listed on the title page. 

The aim of the Symposium was to provide information on the effect of the 

Energy Crisis upon New Mexico, including the state's energy potential, options in 

energy sources and uses, and the impact of the development of energy resources on 

each of the fields represented by the sponsoring organizations.  

The Symposium was held at the Holiday Inn - Midtown in Albuquerque, New 

Mexico on May 3 and 4, 1973, and was attended by 220 society members and others. 

The following persons also presented papers at the symposium but did not submit 

manuscripts for publication in this volume: Marshall Reiter, New Mexico Tech 

(geothermal energy), Jerry Plunkett, Materials Consultants Inc. (wasted energy), Frank 

DiLuzio, governor's office (energy policy), and Frank W. Trainer, U. S. Geological Survey 

(geothermal source in Jemez Mts.). 

The symposium planning committee especially appreciates the offer of the New 

Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources to publish these proceedings. To hasten 

publication of this timely information authors were asked to submit camera-ready 

copy — hence, the variation in appearance of individual papers. Thus, authors were 

their own editors. 

Albuquerque John W. Shomaker 

Nov. 12, 1973 Conference Registrar 
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"THE ENERGY CRISIS"--TRUE OR FALSE? 

Jack M. Campbell 

former Governor of New Mexico 

The answer, of course, is "True." I 

think everyone from hard hats to hippies 

would agree on that, even though 

President Nixon prefers to call it an 

"energy challenge". I am reminded of the 

country politician asked to define 

"status quo", who replied, "Son, status 

quo is Latin for the mess we is now in." 

The dictionary defines a crisis as 

"a critical moment, a crucial turning 

point in the progress of an affair or a 

series of events." From the standpoint 

of the energy industry, the government, 

and the ordinary guy enjoying the 

benefits of the world's most affluent 

society, the next dozen years are going 

to be critical. A whole flock of 

political, ecological and economic 

chickens have come home to roost at the 

same time. Someone once said that de-

pressions wouldn't be so bad if they 

didn't come when so many people were out 

of work. We might paraphrase that bit of 

wisdom by noting that energy crises 

wouldn't be so bad if they didn't come 

when we seem to be running low on 

gasoline, oil and electricity. 

There is little doubt that the 

current energy crisis--or challenge--is, 

in the words of author James Ridgeway, 

"the most important political and 

economic issue of the last quarter of 

the Twentieth Century." 

However, I would like to assure you 

that the sky is not falling; the lights 

are not going out, and the stagecoach is 

not going to replace the jet plane. We 

have the natural resources and the 

technological potential to provide the 

necessary energy to maintain a modern, 

industrial economy without destroying 

our ecology. But, we cannot accomplish 

this with a "business as usual" 

approach. We are going to have to 

rethink some of our assumptions about 

government regulations, private  

transportation and power priorities. We 

must recognize that the immediate 

energy crisis is somewhat artificial in 

that it is caused more by political and 

administrative restraints than by re-

source limitations. If public policies 

can be adjusted promptly, there are 

adequate resources to meet energy re-

quirements beyond the year 2000 with 

current technology. But, that energy 

won't come as cheaply as it used to. 

It does seem amazing that a 

country as technically advanced as the 

United States should face the threat of 

an energy shutdown. Surely, the system 

that has produced the computer, the 

transistor and the marvels of space 

flight could come to grips with its 

energy problems. But, the economics and 

politics of fuel extraction and 

distribution are incredibly complex. 

The energy equation includes industrial 

competition, import quotas, depletion 

allowances, delicate international 

relations and growing environmental 

concerns. 

Until now, Washington simply 

hasn't had a comprehensive energy 

program. Fuel policy emantes from 

everywhere, from the Bureau of Mines, 

from the Atomic Energy Commission, from 

the Environmental Protection Agency--

from 64 different agencies in all. 

The government has clung to the 

low-cost, maximum-usage policy launched 

in the 1930's. The oil, gas and electric 

companies have advertised relentlessly 

to sell more and more of their output. 

With but 6 percent of the world's pop-

ulation, the United States consumes 30 

percent of the globe's energy. On any 

given day, the average American 

household uses up the energy equivalent 

of 46 pounds of coal, 9.5 gallons of oil 

products and a half-pint of nuclear 

energy, among other fuels. 

1 
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Ever since Malthus, mankind has 

been concerned from time to time by the 

fact that the earth's natural resources 

are limited. A 1921 report on the 

American Chemical Society meeting noted 

that "the best papers were devoted to 

the ever-recurring question...as to how 

the coming generations will secure the 

needed energy for light, heat, 

transportation and the thousand and one 

other requirements of human life. Re-

sources considered (with deep concern 

for adequacy of supply) were coal, oil, 

natural gas, wind, tides, and solar 

power." The report added, "none of these 

options is as attractive as atomic 

energy." 

Today, more than 50 years later, we 

are gathered here to discuss that same 

question, although I hope with a 

sharper focus. Since 1850, when fire-

wood supplied nine-tenths of our energy 

needs (exclusive of draft animals), our 

sources of fuel and power have shifted 

several times. Coal supplanted wood, 

and then petroleum and natural gas be-

came dominant. By the end of this cen-

tury, nuclear power may meet nearly a 

fourth of our needs, although at the 

present time it accounts for less en-

ergy than firewood. 

Historically, energy has been an 

inexpensive and readily available com-

modity in the United States. In fact, 

the cost of energy in most forms de-

clined relative to overall price indices 

in the 25 years following World War II. 

As a result, U.S. energy consumption per 

capita has almost doubled since 1940 

The massive East Coast blackout of 

1965 indicated something might be amiss 

with our energy system, but a private, 

White House study in 1968 concluded that 

"the nation's total energy resources 

seem adequate to satisfy expected 

requirements through the remainder of 

the century at costs near present 

levels." With energy apparently so 

readily available, little thought was 

given to efficiency. It is estimated 

that the U.S. wastes 50 percent of all 

the energy it burns. Automobiles shoot 

87 percent of their energy intake out of 

the exhaust pipe, and the pilot light on 

a gas range may consume one-third  

of all the fuel the appliance burns. 

As recently as three years ago, the 

President's Task Force on Oil Imports 

predicted that the U.S. would have to 

import no more than 27 percent of its 

oil by 1980. As you probably know, 

the total already has reached that 

level and is growing steadily. 

It appears that a new energy era is 

beginning in this country, ushered in 

by growing shortages of the traditional 

fuels and characterized by rising 

prices for energy. Last year, for ex-

ample, marked the first time that the 

average price of electricity (measured 

in constant dollars) has increased 

since 1946. 

Federal Power Commission officials 

scoffed a few years ago at warnings about 

natural gas shortages. Now there really 

is a problem, provoked at least in part 

by FPC regulated low prices at the well-

head that (1) discouraged exploration, 

and (2) made gas cheaper than competing 

fuels, thereby stimulating wasteful use. 

U.S. natural gas consumption is 

nearly six times what it was in 1945, 

and natural gas has accounted for half 

of the increase in the nation's energy 

consumption. Manufacturing has accounted 

for nearly half the total increase since 

1945. Many industrial consumers could 

get along without gas, but burn it be-

cause it is cheap and convenient. Demand 

has outrun supply. In 1960-1971, 

consumption nearly doubled, while re-

serves increased hardly at all. They 

actually diminished in 1968, 1969, and 

1971. 

In January 1970 the government 

asked the National Petroleum Council to 

undertake a comprehensive study of the 

U.S. energy outlook through the end of 

the century. The final NPS report issued 

this past December noted there are sub-

stantial undiscovered oil and gas re-

serves in this country, but that most of 

these deposits are believed to be 

located in less accessible areas and 

will be more costly to recover than past 

discoveries. 

Domestic supplies of energy now 
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provide 88 percent of U.S. requirements 

but if current trends continue, they 

would supply only 62 percent by 1985. 

Oil imports could climb to as much as 65 

percent of total oil supply by that 

time. Imports of natural gas could reach 

29 percent of total gas supplies 

Domestic oil and gas would contribute 

only 30 percent of the nation's energy 

needs in 1985 if present trends con-

tinue. 

As the United States becomes in-

creasingly dependent on crude supplies 

from the Eastern Hemisphere, it will be 

competing with sharply expanded petro-

leum requirements in Western Europe and 

Japan. Also, increased dependence on the 

political and economic policies of a 

relatively small number of North African 

countries could have important 

consequences for the security of the 

United States. Balance of trade press-

ures would increase. The dollar drain 

resulting from trade in energy fuels 

could range up to $32 billion annually 

by 1985. 

The energy crisis also involves 

the conflict between the desire for 

more energy and the desire to cleaner 

air. We are currently witnessing one of 

those rare events in history when there 

arises a head-on conflict between a 

line of technological development and a 

new social attitude. 

Mining, transporting and processing 

of fuels lead to various forms of poll-

ution. Any technological measures to 

dilute this pollution will inevitably 

add to the final cost of the product. On 

the one hand, we have a vigorous growth 

in energy consumption, closely related 

to a rising standard of living. On the 

other, we see a widespread public 

concern with preservation of the 

environment and this concern has been 

translated into restrictive standards 

and regulations. 

All aspects of energy use have a 

direct or potential environmental im-

pact. Coal mining creates acid mine 

drainage, earth subsidence, and des-

truction of landscapes in stripping 

operations. Oil production carries  

the risk of marine pollution and the 

less-publicized problem of salt water 

disposal from wells on land. Oil re-

fining can lead to air pollution when 

volatile hydrocarbons are not carefully 

contained. Oil transportation carries 

the risk of large spills from tanker 

grounds and collisions. Combustion of 

any fossil fuel creates air pollution 

and electricity transmission can cause 

"scenic pollution" through the intrusion 

of power lines on the landscape. Nuclear 

fuel at every stage, from mining through 

"burning" and reprocessing, involves 

radiation hazards if adequate safeguards 

are not installed. 

The automobile industry is involved 

in a struggle with air pollution control 

authorities over the control of exhaust 

emission levels. I understand that 

Detroit has decided in view of its fail-

ure to produce a clean engine that it 

will offer next year's car buyers 

tighter windows. 

This is a new world for increasing 

numbers of businesses caught in the 

conflict. The Council on Environmental 

Quality estimates that increased cap-

ital and operating costs related to 

pollution control will amount to some 

$287 billion by 1980. 

An electrostatic scrubber for a 

large industrial plant requires as much 

as 50,000 kilowatts of capacity. The 

Federal Water Quality Administration 

estimates that in 1973 the U.S. will 

consume close to five million kilowatt-

hours for sewage treatment. Electric 

furnaces use more than ten billion kilo-

watt hours each year to reclaim scrap 

iron and steel. 

The demand for a clean environment 

has hobbled the energy industry's 

efforts to keep up with demand. The 

Clean Air Act of 1970 is forcing Mid-

west utilities to find a substitute for 

200 to 300 million tons of high-sulfur 

coal a year. Clean-burning, low-sulfur 

coal is plentiful in the West, but pro-

posals to strip-mine the land to get at 

it have triggered complaints from eco-

logists throughout the nation. Experts 

believe there are massive basins of oil 
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off U.S. shores--the Interior Depart-

ment says 5.5 billion barrels off the 

Atlantic shelf alone--but protests that 

oil spills might ruin the coastal play-

lands have held up development. 

Delays of authorizations for the 

Alaskan pipeline system are depriving the 

nation of at least 2 MMB/D of crude oil 

and about 3 TCF/year of natural gas. 

Nuclear reactor plant siting and lic-

ensing postponements could cost the 

electric utility industry an additional 

$5 billion to $6 billion for each year's 

delay during the early 1970's. This could 

reduce installed nuclear plant capacity 

by up to 135,000 megawatts in 1985. 

Banning of surface mining would 

essentially eliminate western coal pro-

duction for making synthetic liquids and 

gas. Environmental regulations already 

have restricted the fuel options 

available to electric utilities so that, 

in many parts of the country, they have 

no choice but to use imported low-sulfur 

fuels. 

Even if the businessman is not 

directly involved in the conflict, he 

can expect an increase in his energy 

bill as gas rates rise to reflect the 

reduction in oil's sulfur content; coal 

prices rise to reflect the impact of 

the Coal Mine Health and Safety Act and 

restrictions on strip mining; electri-

city rates rise to reflect all of these 

things plus the cost of cooling towers 

and other environmental facilities. 

The American standard of living, 

the envy of the world, also contributes 

to the energy resource problem. Air 

conditioning and space heating accounted 

for a 28 percent increase in the use of 

household electricity in the past de-

cade, according to the American Public 

Power Association. Replacing a black and 

white television set with a color unit, 

or an old refrigerator with a frost-free 

model requires twice as many kilowatt-

hours. 

Another input into the energy cri-

sis is the increasing non-energy uses 

of fuels such as petroleum. The per-

centage of oil used for petrochemicals 

is expected to climb from only 2 per-

cent in 1965 to 35 percent by the year 

2000. 

I'm afraid my remarks are beginning 

to sound like one of those "bad news -

good news" jokes which were so popular 

a couple of years ago. You know the 

kind. The pilot of the airliner comes 

on the public address system and an-

nounces to the passengers: "Ladies and 

gentlemen, I have some bad news and 

some good news. The bad news is that we 

are lost; the good news is that we are 

making very good time." 

Well, now for the good news. As I 

mentioned at the beginning of my talk, 

the initial problem is one of failure in 

planning, comprehensive research, and 

national leadership. In this regard, I 

believe President Nixon has made an 

historic move in the right direction 

with his recent energy message to Con-

gress. The President warned the Congress 

and the public that "in the years 

immediately ahead, we must face up to 

the possibility of occasional energy 

shortages and some increases in energy 

prices." 

He called for elimination of price 

regulations on newly discovered natural 

gas to encourage the development of new 

supplies of the nation's cleanest fuel 

and asked that Interior Secretary Morton 

be empowered to impose a ceiling if 

prices get too high. He urged increased 

research and development to produce new 

sources of energy such as more efficient 

nuclear plants. The President suspended 

all oil import quotas and he lifted tar-

iffs on oil, but imposed license fees. 

Morton was ordered to triple the amount 

of federal offshore lands available for 

oil and gas leasing and to study leasing 

in the Atlantic Ocean. The President 

urged greater use of coal, the most 

plentiful domestic energy source, con-

sistent with "reasonable" environmental 

requirements. He asked Americans to be 

more conservative in their use of elect-

ricity and gasoline, and he directed the 

Federal Housing Administration to raise 

insulation standards to reduce the energy 

required to heat or cool homes. He pro-

posed efforts to conserve present fuel 

supplies in part by increasing prices to 

be more reflective of true costs. 

Some compromises on environmental 

standards will be needed, the President 
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noted, to keep the costs of energy at 

reasonable levels. To stimulate dom-

estic oil production, he proposed ex-

tending the investment tax credit to 

exploratory oil drilling., The credit 

would be more generous for successful 

wells than for dry wells, in his words, 

"in order to put an additional premium 

on results." He pledged to seek much 

more spending for energy research in 

such advanced areas as solar, geother-

mal and thermonuclear fusion. The 

President repeated his previous call 

for approval of the Alaska pipeline to 

permit development of the rich North 

Slope oil fields. 

Several of the President's direct-

ives favor producers but they also will 

open the petroleum industry to greater 

public review. Since the giant oil and 

gas companies will be the primary bene-

ficiaries of the higher prices, they 

will be operating in a political fish-

bowl as never before. There could be 

demands to break up the major oil com-

bines, which among them control about 

84 percent of U.S. refinery capacity, 

about 72 percent of natural gas pro-

duction, more than 50 percent of uran-

ium reserves and 20 percent of coal 

production. 

The next dozen years will be the 

crucial ones. Our requirements for 

energy will almost double between now 

and 1985. During that period the nation 

must continue to rely heavily on its 

overburdened supply of fossil fuels --

coal, oil and natural gas--and on im-

ports. Internationally, the crisis 

could force a new order of priorities 

in American diplomacy as the U.S. tries 

to improve relations with the Arab nat-

ions that control most of the world's 

oil reserves. Increased purchases by 

Western Europe and Japan as well as the 

U.S. could create major new centers of 

financial power in the producing coun-

tries, particularly Saudi Arabia and 

Iran. By 1985 the oil producing coun-

tries could be collecting revenues of 

almost $50 billion annually. A large 

portion of these oil tax revenues could 

move into the money markets of the Free 

World in ways which are difficult to 

predict. One possibility is that these  

countries could become large equity 

holders in the financial institutions and 

industrial companies of the United 

States, Western Europe and Japan. Over-

dependence on foreign sources could make 

the U.S. vulnerable to the military and 

political interests of Middle-Eastern 

nations. 

On the other hand, accelerated 

development of domestic energy supplies 

should benefit all segments of American 

society. Employment would increase, 

individual incomes would rise, profit 

opportunities would improve, government 

revenues would grow, and the nation 

would be more secure. However, increased 

government restrictions on energy demand 

growth could prove disruptive, requiring 

unrealistic changes in the American way 

of life. They would adversely affect 

employment, economic growth and consumer 

choice. 

American oil and gas resources are 

sufficient to support a substantial in-

crease in production if the producer can 

be assured of a fair rate of return. To 

find, develop and process the primary 

energy supplies needed through 1985 will 

require capital investments of more than 

$200 billion, with an equal amount needed 

for electric generation and transmission. 

Thus, total capital requirements probably 

will exceed $400 billion, according to 

the National Petroleum Council study. 

Higher prices for energy will be required 

to attract the large sums of capital 

needed to expand supplies above current 

levels. 

The chief mission of a national 

coordinating agency should be to est-

ablish priorities and guidelines and 

to eliminate delays, conflicts and 

confusion. 

Protection of the environment will 

require higher energy use to achieve 

cleaner air and water. Standards for a 

better environment must be compatible 

with such other important national goals 

as full employment, reduction of pov-

erty, and assurance of adequate energy 

supplies for health, comfort, and 

national security. 
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It is important to continue en-

forcement of the Federal Coal Mine 

Health and Safety Act of 1969 equitably 

throughout the industry. However, any 

features which reduce productivity but 

have little bearing on health and 

safety should be eliminated. 

The government should support 

President Nixon's proposal to accelerate 

the leasing of lands for exploration and 

development of energy resources in a 

manner consistent with environmental 

goals. Such a leasing system also should 

provide acreage at more frequent 

intervals so industry can deploy its 

skills to develop needed energy 

supplies. The NPC study indicated the 

largest potential for new domestic 

reserves of oil and gas before 1985 is 

located in the offshore areas and front-

ier regions of the north. 

Federal leasing policy also is im-

portant to the development of oil shale 

land in the Rocky Mountain West. The 

Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 now limits 

a company to one lease of a maximum of 

5,120 acres. A policy that would (a) 

make government reserves available in 

adequate quantities, (b) permit indivi-

dual companies to have initial holdings 

of at least 10,000 acres, and (c) allow 

additional acreage to be obtained as 

commercial operation proceeds, would 

provide a spur for oil shale bidding 

and development. 

Any new time limits placed on fed-

eral claims or leases held for uranium 

should take into account the long lead 

times associated with uranium explo-

ration and development. 

Import policies for uranium also 

should be designed to encourage the 

growth of this American industry during 

the transition from supplying primarily 

a government market to meeting the de-

mands of a mature commercial market. In 

the long term uranium will become not 

only the major fuel for electric power 

generation but also a major source of 

energy for the United States. The 

program proposed by the AEC last year 

for operation of government enrichment  

facilities and disposal of the govern-

ment-owned stockpile is reasonable in 

conjunction with present import policy 

if adequate economic incentives can be 

developed. 

President Nixon's call for relax-

ation of FPC regulated gas prices is 

another necessary step. Natural gas 

prices and the prices of gas manufactured 

from petroleum liquids or coal and liq-

uified gas imported from abroad should be 

freed eventually to reach market clearing 

levels. This would (a) encourage 

exploration for new reserves, (b) 

stimulate development of new sources of 

supply and (c) discourage the consumption 

of gas in low priority uses. 

Supplies of clean, secure, energy 

fuels will become increasingly tight 

over the next three to five years. This 

condition will become more severe in 

the longer term if traditional policies 

continue. Additional intensive research 

is required in such fields as explo-

ration methods and equipment, the pro-

duction of synthetic fuels, and devel-

opment of new energy forms. 

The old bromide "waste not, want 

not" may be in for a comeback. Ancient 

kings showed their affluence by having 

their carriages drawn by 10 to 20 

horses. The modern American who might 

sneer at such a display of conspicuous 

consumption, gets into a 200-horsepower 

car to drive to work. 

History may mark the last quarter 

of this century as the time when mankind 

first came to grips with the natural 

constraints on growth: growth in 

population, in demand for energy, and in 

the amount of waste and pollution 

generated by the mechanical accessories 

of the good life. 

It is essential not to lose sight 

of the potential trade-offs between 

increasing fuel efficiency and decreas-

ing the environmental impact of fuel 

consumption. It very often may be the 

case that we cannot do both at once. 

Occasionally we may have to delay strin-

gent controls in order to conserve our 
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fuel supplies and to provide time for 

research on radical fuel use alternat-

ives. 

Improved efficiency is almost cer-

tain to benefit the user economically. 

However, it is not always true that the 

environment will benefit. A classic 

example of this dilemma is found in the 

attempts to decrease automobile emiss-

ions. The 1975 emission standards can 

be met only at the price of a decrease 

in engine efficiency and consequently a 

35 percent increase in average fuel 

consumption. 

A corollary to this quandary is 

that the volume of fuel used and the 

volume of pollution generated are not 

necessarily proportional. Transportation 

is by far the most serious source of 

pollution, accounting for 69 percent of 

the total air pollution measured in 

tons, even though it consumed less than 

25 percent of the fuel. Therefore, major 

improvements in the efficiency of fuel 

use in the industrial and commercial 

sectors may lead to only modest de-

creases in the total tonnage of emiss-

ions. Nevertheless, these decreases may 

result in very significant air quality 

improvements in certain locations, 

particularly urban areas. 

Further, if we consider only sta-

tionary sources and separate fuel used 

by utilities from that used directly by 

industry, we encounter another dilemma. 

For a given amount of fuel used, util-

ities contribute far more than their 

share of pollution. This means that in 

considering fuel use alternatives for an 

industrial or commercial user, we cannot 

glibly recommend conversion to electric 

energy without considering the 

integrated impact on the environment due 

to pollution generated at the power 

plant. 

The advent of extensive nuclear 

generating capability at the end of 

this century will change many of these 

conclusions, but in the meantime, it is 

essential to consider carefully all of 

the ramifications of any decision to 

increase the use of electricity as an  

energy source for industrial or commerc-

ial applications. 

We should launch a major new effort 

to construct the equivalent of at least 

280 nuclear emergency plants of 1,000 

megawatts each during the next 15 years. 

Today we have the equivalent of only ten 

such size plants in operations and only 

46 actually under construction. 

In looking toward the future energy 

needs of this country, we can see that 

the most critical period will be from 

now until 1985, when we should begin 

feeling the impact of new technology in 

the production of fuel. Taken in the 

aggregate, our potential resources have 

an energy content sufficient to meet our 

needs for at least 200 years under fav-

orable marketing conditions. 

Beyond 1985 we shall look increas-

ingly to such technological supplements 

to the conventional fossil fuels as nu-

clear energy, solar energy, geothermal 

energy, and the use of atomic fusion to 

utilize the virtually limitless quanti-

ties of hydrogen isotopes in seawater. 

Shale oil, synthetics and the Canadian 

tar sands also will be available. 

Projections for the year 2000 al-

ready indicate a very significant trend 

toward the use of electric energy--from 

less than 25 percent of energy con-

sumption in 1970 to perhaps 50 percent 

in 2000. Both coal and nuclear power are 

by their nature oriented toward el-

ectricity generation. 

It is unlikely that large-scale use 

of solar energy would occur until close 

to the end of the century because of the 

high cost of energy production, the 

intermittent nature of solar energy, and 

the need for significant technological 

advances in such areas as the utili-

zation of solar energy from orbiting 

satellites. However, the National 

Science Foundation and the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration 

have turned their attention to this 

field. Last December they sponsored a 

top level meeting of scientists inter-

ested in solar energy. The National 
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Science Foundation has initiated a nat-

ional competition for the design of a 

solar-powered home heating and air con-

ditioning system, along with the spec-

ifications for mass production. 

Geothermal energy is generated in 

the earth when molten rock comes in 

contact with underground water. When 

the resultant steam is within a few 

miles of the earth's surface, it might 

be tapped to produce electricity. Some 

interesting research is taking place 

in this area. 

Methyl alcohol made from coal pr-

obably could be developed into an econ-

omical transportation fuel after 1985, 

partially compensating for the dwindl-

ing supplies of petroleum. 

The utilization of hydrogen as a 

major energy source after the year 2000 

could provide the economic incentives 

for the use of fuel cells for the lo-

calized generation of electricity. 

All of these ideas are appealing, 

but it will require an extensive in-

vestment in human and financial re-

sources to translate the concepts into 

practical, economic technologies. Our 

speakers this afternoon and tomorrow 

will give us a more expert and detailed 

analysis of their energy potential. 

We can be certain that any new 

technological developments will excite 

both great expectations and great fear. 

Many years ago the introduction of al-

ternating current was condemned, largely 

by competitive direct-current interests, 

as "the killing current." When 

automobiles first came into use in 

England, a British ordinance required 

that each car be preceded by a man on 

foot carrying a red flag. And before 

that, the bicycle was at one time banned 

from public use in New York. Too 

dangerous. 

We have learned, perhaps overlearn-

ed, in recent years that science and 

technology can have unforeseen, harmful 

consequences. The resources of our small, 

blue planet are not infinite. 

The film of life which surrounds the 

earth could be endangered by energy-

related pollution and heat. Man has 

the power to alter the natural cycle 

which makes life possible in our ob-

scure corner of the universe. 

Scientific research must go on. 

Political decisions affecting our phy-

sical, cultural and economic lives can-

not be postponed indefinitely. It is 

important that the men and women who 

make these decisions have the benefit of 

the best technological information and 

the broadest human concern. 

No one in this country can be im-

mune from the effects of the energy 

crisis; no one can escape the pressures 

of the counter-thrusts of exploitation 

and conservation. This is especially 

true in New Mexico and throughout the 

Rocky Mountain region. As the nation's 

last frontier, we offer more than any 

other section of the country in mineral 

wealth and ecological health. We have a 

great deal to be shared or plundered. 

The states of the Mountain West not only 

have all of the known reserves of uran-

ium and oil shale and tremendous pot-

ential for geothermal and solar energy, 

but also more public land, more wilder-

ness and more forests than any other 

part of our nation. 

Take New Mexico for an example. It 

is the largest uranium producer in the 

United States. We rank third among the 

states in production of natural gas 

liquids, fourth in the production of 

natural gas and sixth in crude oil. We 

have large coal deposits in the north-

west and northeast. Petroleum accounts 

for two-thirds of the total value of 

all minerals in New Mexico and is the 

greatest single source of state revenue 

for education and governmental 

services. Almost a third of New 

Mexico's total land area is under lease 

for oil and gas exploration. Yet, in 

per capita income, New Mexico ranks 

among the poorest of the 50 states. 

The development of our energy fuels 

is the key to future growth patterns in 

the Mountain West. We want to share our 



energy treasures but for a reasonable 

return economically and not at the loss 

of our other priceless assets of scenic 

beauty and ecological harmony. As a 

single state, we may not carry a great 

deal of political clout. But if all the 

states in the Rocky Mountain region 

will pool their political, scientific 

and economic resources, we can affect 

the direction of our national energy 

policies. With the interest and support 

of organizations such as the Soil 

Conservation Society and with the re-

search capabilities of our universit- 

ies, we can help provide the intell-

ectual and technological power our 

nation needs to survive as leader in 

human values as well as in gross nat-

ional product. 

If we are to become part of the 

solution to the energy crisis, we must 

avoid the allure of easy and emotional 

responses to the hard questions which 

face us. We can preserve both our 

economy and our ecology if we are 

willing to pay the price in self-

discipline and higher fuel costs. 
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IS THE NATIONAL ORIGIN OF THE OIL WE BURN IMPORTANT? 

James E. Wilson, President 

The American Association of Petroleum Geologists 

One of the last places one would expect a fuel crisis 

to occur would be in the State of Texas. But during the 

severe and prolonged cold spell last January you perhaps 

read that is just what did happen. A few weeks ago in a 

conversation with Judge Jim Langdon, Chairman of the 

Texas Railroad Commission, he told of a call he had from 

the President of the Association of Rendering Plants of 

Texas. The allocation of gas for critical use was imminent 

and the Rendering Plant Association President was asking 

that they be put on a high priority as critical to public 

health. My first reaction was something of amusement as 

Judge Langdon admitted his was. But Judge Langdon said 

the Rendering Plant Executive calmly pointed out that 

perhaps their products weren't so critical, but that it was 

against the law for slaughter houses and poultry-dressing 

plants to operate unless their offal was picked up and 

processed by the rendering plants. That gas was the only 

fuel the plants were equipped to use and if the rendering 

plants had to shut down because of lack of fuel, so would 

the meat packers, poultry houses, etc. In short order there 

would be no fresh meat in the grocery stores, hospitals, 

etc. The rendering plant appeal was unique and 

compelling. I believe Albuquerque itself had a tight gas 

situation a year or so ago. Almost every paper I pick up 

across the country today has a story about shortages or 

predicted shortages of fuels and energy whose supply we 

have for so long taken for granted. 

Up until this past winter I had avoided the term crisis 

in reference to the energy situation. But the prolonged and 

severe cold period this last winter and continued delays in 

start-up of critical facilities has now brought us to a crucial 

period — the most crucial period perhaps — in our nation's 

history. 

In the days ahead there will be fuel shortages in vary-

ing degrees in various sections of the country. It may hap-

pen in different ways at different times, but a fuel or energy 

crisis in one area triggers a reaction that propogates itself 

very rapidly into other sections of the country. This is how 

the impact will reach back to New Mexico — a state well 

endowed with energy raw materials. 

These crises were not unexpected nor unpredicted. 

The peaking of oil and gas production has been forecast for 

eight to ten years or longer by industry, but we were rudely 

accused of being self-serving and alarmists and some still 

insist that the crisis is a fiction promulgated by the oil in-

dustry just to get prices up. 

I want to illustrate for you some of the facts, forecasts, 

and problems connected with our energy fuels that we face 

as a nation. These charts and graphs are based on studies 

made by Shell Oil Company, and I want to thank them for 

permission to make use of these data. 

There are a number of assumptions on which these 

forecasts are based which I won't go into, but the under-

lying problem is, of course, population. There are those 

who advocate zero population growth as a solution to our 

problems. I don't know very much about this concept or 

lack of conception — but zero population growth wouldn't 

help much even if it could be invoked tomorrow for the 

big energy users for the next 15 years are already born. 

They are the ones who are in or will be moving into the 

25- to 35-year-old age groups. These are the big energy 

users. These are the ones for whom the new houses will be 

built. They will expect those new houses to be lighted, 

heated, and cooled. They, along with the rest of us, will be 

requiring transportation to go places and carry on the 

world's work. 

New Mexico is an exporter of energy raw materials. 

Neuvo Mexico es un pais muey simpatico y encantadores. 

Tourism is a significant item in the state's economy and you 

hope that some of your exported energy raw materials will be 

used to bring people to visit this "Land of Enchantment." 

Petroleum products will be the principal fuel for our 

transportation for a long time to come, and we can have a 

look at the energy supply on Figure 1. 

It is quite evident that oil and gas are today's main-

stays of our energy diet, supplying approximately three-

quarters of our requirements. These sources are expected to 

play — will have to play — a major role for quite some 

time to come. This is simply because alternative sources of 

energy will take a long time to develop to the point where 

they can make an impact on the national scale. 

Coal's potential is very large, but the increasing se-

verity of air quality standards, environmental problems 

associated with strip mining, and mine safety and labor 

problems will have a deterring effect on how rapidly the 

use of coal can be expanded. 

Nuclear power could develop rapidly, but there are 

long lead times in construction as well as concerns over 

safety and pollution. Last week I overheard someone 

telling about a nuclear power plant in the Northeast that 

was shut down because its coolant waters were heating up 

the lake and it was claimed had an effect on the fish popu-

lation. When the plant was shut down, the fish froze and 

the plant was made to start up again. 

Hydropower has limits because of the availability of 

sites and is shown to diminish percentage-wise. 

Shale oil is shown to begin making a small contribu-

tion in a few years, but I'll have more to say on shale later 

on. 

I have not plotted geothermal or solar energy on this 

graph for their contribution is hardly discernible on this 

scale. 
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Because of the heavy reliance on oil and gas for the 

foreseeable future, I plan to talk mostly about those energy 

sources. 

Figure 2 shows that the consumption of natural gas 

has grown steadily since 1955, but the supply from 

domestic sources has now peaked and during the next 

seventeen years it is forecasted to decline at about the 

same rate that it grew. One of the reasons for this peaking 

and decline is that exploration has declined steadily since 

the early 50's and as a consequence so have additions of 

new reserves. One of the reasons for decline in exploration 

is that the price of gas has been controlled at such a low 

figure that there has been little incentive to spend much 

money in a high-risk business. 

Gas imports from Canada have been growing rather 

modestly and there are some who have the fond expectation 

that Canada will take care of our petroleum supply 

problems. They seem to overlook the fact that Canada is a 

sovereign nation and must first look after its own needs. We 

have already seen that the amount of oil and gas that will be 

permitted to be exported from Canada is going to be 

carefully controlled. 

Canadian imports are forecasted to increase, but not in 

the quantities we'd like to have. 

Coal gasification has some technological problems, 

but there are several projects underway to convert this 

abundant solid fuel to a gaseous form. 

Deals are being made to import liquified natural gas 

from several sources, but this is going to be very expensive 

and has many logistical problems. 

Synthetic gas from oil has fewer technological prob-

lems than does coal gasification, but it is more expensive 

perhaps as much as 50 percent higher. That is why it is 

shown to increase in the near term as a stopgap measure, 

then level off. Even if the process were relatively inexpen-

sive, another problem would be the supply of oil. So let's 

have a look at oil, but before we leave this chart, I'd like to 

point out that we are going to need all the gas that can be 

found, manufactured and imported just to stay somewhere 

near present consumption levels. 

Figure 3 shows that the rise and decline of domestic oil 

production follows a similar pattern to that of gas. 

Nevertheless, demand for this product is forecasted to 

continue to grow and is expected to double by 1980. This 

forecast is based on the overall projected demand for 

energy and the fact that substitutes for naturally occurring 

gas and oil as energy sources will not be developed rapidly 

enough to pick up that increasing demand. 

In the years up through the 50's we were essentially 

self-sufficient in oil and even exported supplies as late as 

the two Suez Crises in that decade. But today we are 

already dependent on foreign imports for between 25 and 

30 percent of our requirements. 

Oil from the Alaskan North Slope will be of great 

help, but this graph was prepared before the most recent 

court order further delaying construction of the Trans-

Alaska Pipeline. 

Imagine what the chart would have looked like if 

Prudhoe Bay production had been phased in about now as 

it might have been — and other prohibitions for lease sales 

and production had not been delayed in the Gulf of 

Mexico, the Santa Barbara Channel and elsewhere. 

I've already commented on the Canadian gas supply, 

and there is projected a gradual increase of crude from that 

source. 

Synthetic crude from oil shale, tar sands and coal 

hydrogenation will begin to make a slight contribution, but 

it will not be very significant for ten or 15 years. 

Since oil shale has gotten quite a bit of publicity as a 

"fantastically rich undeveloped resource," let me expand a bit 

on that subject. 

First, let's get the dimensions of supply in focus. If any 

source is going to make much of an impact on our national 

needs it has to be measured in millions of barrels. 

Secondly, technology and pilot plant work has 

shown that the kerogen (or oil) can be satisfactorily ex-

tracted from the shale by various retorting methods. 

Thirdly, when one scales up to commercial production 

from the pilot plant stage, economics and availability of 

acreage come very much into play. These two factors are 

largely — and have always been — in the hands of the 

Federal Government. 

Now let's pursue the matter of dimension a little 

further together with some other facts. The richer shale runs 

around 30 gallons of oil per ton of shale. At 42 gallons per 

standard barrel this means at least a ton and a half of shale 

per barrel of oil. Now let's take a medium-size refinery of, 

say, 100,000 barrels per day. To supply this much crude 

shale oil and taking into account losses means mining 

around 200,000 tons of shale per day. This is approaching 

the tonnage of ore handled at the Bingham Canyon 

operation near Salt Lake City — the largest open pit mining 

operation in the country. If the mining is planned as an 

underground operation, this means something twice the size 

of our current largest underground mine. 

So if oil from shale is to make a contribution to our 

national supply on the order of a million barrels per day, then 

multiply the model I've just described by ten. 

Some politicians have waxed eloquent about the part 

oil shale is to play in our energy picture. If so, we need to 

forget this "give-away" threat, this "Teapot Dome 

Syndrome" and see that incentives for development are 

quickly forthcoming. Among the incentives I would sug-

gest would be availability of leases at favorable terms, 

reasonable environmental safeguards, and other economic 

incentives such as price improvement and tax preferences. 
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A particularly important aspect would be to encour-

age insitu experimentation. Of help in this connection 

would be making test tracts available along with 

appropriate economic inducements. 

The obvious and sobering fact is that in the near term 

of 15 to 20 years we must depend on foreign imports in 

growing amounts for oil supplies — with all that is implied 

by dependence on such sources for a commodity so vital to 

our national strength. 

But let's assume for the moment that there is no 

problem at the source for foreign supplies and look ahead 

only seven years to 1980 and see what our situation is 

forecasted to be. 

If we make the further assumption that U. S. produc-

tion plus Canadian supply can bring us back to, or 

maintain, our 1973 level, then we would need an overseas 

import volume of about 12 million barrels per day. 

Getting it here and putting the crude oil in a consum-

able form is yet another problem of tremendous and serious 

proportions. 

(Figure 4.) A fleet of very large crude carriers will be 

needed. If they could carry 11/2 million barrels each, we 

would need 325. This is equivalent to the entire world's 

tanker fleet of only six years ago. 

Ships of this size require deep-water ports of which 

we have none in the U. S. at present. 

According to the logistics, approximately six tankers 

per day will have to arrive and since they can't unload in 

one day, 25 receiving berths at strategically located deep-

water ports will be needed. 

Only one new refinery has been completed in recent 

years. We will need 58 new refineries with an average daily 

capacity of 160,000 barrels to process the increased crude 

imports. 

Pipelines and other transportation to move the prod-

ucts from these refineries will have to be doubled. 

The capital requirements for these facilities plus an 

increased domestic exploration and production effort is 

estimated to require some $150 billion dollars — double 

the expenditure of the 60's. 

(Figure 5.) A terribly important thing not realized 

well enough is that it takes time to do these things that I've 

just mentioned. 

Exploration and development takes on the average 

five years from initiation of a program to when substantial 

production can be achieved — it can take a great deal 

longer if environmental problems arise. It borders on a 

national disgrace that our exploration technical capability 

today is absolutely superb, yet we are at an activity level 

comparable to 30 years ago. 

It takes at least three years to obtain a plant site 

today. It strikes me as a curious civic conscience when  

certain sections of the country want their share of the 

energy, but they want the terminals, plants and refineries in 

someone else's backyard. 

All of these functions and facilities take time to plan, 

engineer, and install — in whosoever's backyard they are 

done. The responsible public must come to understand that 

cease, desist and ban are not solutions for the problems 

where energy and the environment seem to be in conflict. It 

isn't an either/or proposition, society has already decided 

that it wants both. 

As overwhelming as the problems may be once the 

oil is on top of the ground, let's go back to the assumption 

we made a bit ago that the supply of foreign oil for import 

would be available in the quantities we wished. In the real 

world there are other energy deficient and emerging 

nations that will be competing for this supply wherever it 

may be, so let's have a look at the rest of the world's 

appetite for energy. 

In Figure 6 all energy forms have been converted on a 

BTU basis to crude oil equivalents. The number of barrels is 

not as important as the number of "feet in the trough." 

In 1970 the U. S. used about 32 percent of the 

world's energy. By 1980 the world's energy consumption 

will have almost doubled. The U. S. is forecast to be using 

only 28 percent by that time — not because we will be 

requiring less, but because the rest of the world will be 

using more. You may recognize that some of these coun-

tries such as Japan may be more desperate than we for 

energy fuels, for they do not have a domestic resource 

base such as we have. 

It is well known by now that the Middle East 

contains about 70 percent of the free world's oil reserves, 

so let's have a look at the world oil movements as 

visualized for 1980. 

(Figure 7.) Don't become concerned with the bar 

graphs or the numbers along side the arrows, but just be 

aware that the width of the arrows represent fairly quan-

titatively the volumes of oil movements. The location of 

the center of gravity of oil supply is pretty obvious. 

Today the U. S. is importing only about 600,000 

barrels per day from the Middle East — that's about the 

amount produced by the State of Wyoming. By 1980 it is 

forecasted that we will be importing over ten times that 

much or some 6 1/2 million barrels from Middle East 

sources—or a little over half our total overseas imports 

projected for that time. 

The amount shown emanating from the Middle East is 

almost 34 million barrels per day. In spite of the faddish 

popular tune played by some political pied pipers — known 

as "all that cheap foreign oil" — you can be assured that 

nobody is giving it away. So imagine, if you will, money 

backflowing along the red lines. The Middle East is not 
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only a fabulous "pool of oil," but it is going to be a "fab-

ulous pool of money" as well. 

Whatever happens in the Middle East and elsewhere 

in the world of oil is of more than "spectator interest" to 

US. 

There are several obvious and compelling conclusions 

that come from what I have discussed. 

1) One of the most pressing needs has been for a 

firm and constructive new National Energy Policy. There 

were some very good things in the President's energy 

message of April 18. Our national goals must be better 

defined by the Congress and they should reflect a balance 

between energy needs and reasonable and attainable en-

vironmental protection. It must be realized that many of our 

environmental goals will require more energy, not less. I'm 

somewhat disappointed that the message was not more 

specifically encouraging to our domestic petroleum explora-

tion, and a bit surprised that he didn't give the utilization of 

coal a bigger boost. 

I'd like to comment a bit on areas of research by 

industry and Government. 

2) Cooperative research between industry and 

Government can be very helpful in several areas. Let me 

assert, however, that "Government" does not have a 

research capability superior to the total effect of the 

"competitive research" of industry. I've heard the sug-

gestion that we should have a massive government effort 

on energy as we did in the space program. 

The space program had to start from scratch, but we 

have a petroleum industry and a coal industry already in 

being today that has a tremendous capability in tech-

nological talent, know how, business experience, and in 

spite of some efforts to paint a picture to the contrary a 

social conscience and civic responsibility. 

Intensified governmental research is very much in 

order particularly on the alternative sources — solar, nuclear 

fusion, coal gasification, magneto hydrodynamics, etc., but 

any such research — by government, institutions or 

industry, or a combination of all three — takes time, often 

an unpredictable time, for the results to be realized. Then  

following any successful research must come commercial 

application at a scale to make a significant contribution to 

the national need. 

Meanwhile, there are compelling energy needs 

today, next year and for the uncertain number of years that 

must be dealt with. 

In this meantime, we are going to have to be 

increasingly dependent on foreign imports. 

3) This calls for an enlightened foreign policy that 

recognizes and deals with the implications of not only ours 

but the world's energy situation. We must recognize the 

bitter truth that this nation is in the unaccustomed and 

awkward posture where they and not we dominate the 

world of oil. An Arab friend of mine once told me "You 

need our oil worse than we need your dollars; we came out 

of the desert; we know how to live off the desert; we could 

go back, but you can't go back." 

4) The power of public opinion is going to have a 

great influence on what happens in government at the fed-

eral, state, and local levels, as they deal with the problems 

of energy and the environment. There are "frontiers of 

leadership" for legislators, government officials, educators, 

information media, and scientists and technologists. We all 

have a vital stake — you and I, our children, labor, the en-

vironmentalists, the disadvantaged, all of us. 

A symposium such as yours which brings 

together such a variety of natural resource professionals 

is indeed impressive and heartening. 

Energy problems and environmental problems each 

require multi-disciplinary attacks. Where energy and the 

environment interface — and they seem to inevitably do the 

multi-disciplinary cooperation is an absolute must. 

Everyone loses in a stalemate. Emotionalism, intransigence, 

and plain bullheadedness are not scientific and 

technological methods. I think our energy and 

environmental problems call for the "best effort" of every 

scientist, lay leader and politician in the country. But I'd 

like to leave you with the question: How important do you 

think is the national origin of the oil we burn? 

Figures 1-7 follow on pages 14 & 15 
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VEGETATION AND THE ENERGY CRISIS 

Donald A. Jameson 
Colorado State University 

Most of the alarm about energy con-
cerns the declining supplies of non-
renewable energy. By definition, the 
availability of non-renewable resources 
must be diminishing (Figure 1). Tech-
nological advances can reduce the rate 
of decline, but basically nothing can be 
done to overcome the eventual problem. 

In contrast, renewable resources are 
continuously being replenished. Although 
there may be short run declines during 
periods of heavy utilization, there is 
also a constant resupply; the resupply 
will result in an increased amount on 
hand if the utilization rate is 
sufficiently reduced. It is this area 
that we can classify such resources as 
water power and vegetation. 

A subset of renewable resources is 
that which is renewed at a constant rate 
regardless of utilization. Solar energy 
for our purposes is a constant rate 
resource as it cannot be stored (in 
solar form at least) and nothing in our 
actions of utilization will signifi-
cantly influence the supply. 

Some renewable resources are bio-
logical in nature and some are non-
biological. Non-biological resources 
will recover during periods of lesser 
utilization, rapidly at first, then at 
a decreasing rate. Water is an example 
of a non-biological renewable resource 
(Figure 2). 

A biological renewable resource has a 
slightly different recovery pattern 
because the rate of recovery depends on 
the amount of biological material. In 
these cases the initial recovery rate is 
low, a maximum rate occurs later, and as 
the recovery rate approaches zero as a 
maximum amount of material is accumu-
lated. This is the basic sigmoid growth 
curve of biology. 

The sigmoid curve of plant responses 
results from an integration over time of 
photosynthesis (an addition process) and 
respiration (a process of subtraction). 
With low amounts of plant material 
photosynthesis may exceed respiration 
(Figure 3) and net plant growth results. 
Eventually, however, photosynthesis 
becomes limited by some limiting factor 
such as light. Thus respiration 
eventually becomes as great as 
photosynthesis, and zero net growth 
results. 

By referencing the photosynthesis 
curve to the respiration line of figure 
3, we obtain a parabola of net growth 
(Figure 4). Maximum plant material 
occurs at the point of zero growth, and 
maximum growth of necessity must occur 
at something less than maximum amount 
of plant material. Thus maintenance of 
maximum plant material, such as in a 
wilderness area, cannot be efficient in 
energy capture. 

In cultivated systems this natural 
growth parabola is elevated upward by 
additional inputs (Figure 5). These 
inputs are often considered to be water 
and fertilizers, but very appreciable 
inputs of energy in the form of petro-
leum has long been used in agriculture 
of developed countries. 

In an economic system the amount of 
each input is determined by its cost 
relative to output (Figure 6). The 
greatest output/input occurs where the 
graph of the relationship is the steep-
est; if an input is worth using at all 
it will be used at least in this amount. 
A greater input may also be used, de-
pending on the benefits and costs, but 
in no case does it make any economic 
sense to exceed the point of maximum 
production. 
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If an input is being used at the 
point of maximum rate of return, and 
the prices of the input is then de-
creased, the amount of input used will 
be increased. Conversely, if an input 
is being used at a level near maximum 
production, and the price of the input 
is increased, less will be used. 

If the price of petroleum for ex-
ample, is increased, the amount used 
in agricultural production will be de-
creased. Total agricultural production 
must therefore be decreased, and the 
price of agricultural products will 
increase. 

Of course it is possible that other 
factors will also be involved. Instead 
of reducing total agricultural pro-
duction, there may merely be a shift 
away from less efficient users of the 
petroleum to more efficient users. 

There is particularly an opportunity 
to save as is pointed out by the ele-
mentary behavior of a ecological system 
(Figure 7). Each feeding or "trophic" 
level of the system retains about 10 
percent of the energy on which it feeds. 
Thus crops fed to animals are only about 
10 percent as effective in terms of 
human nutrition as crops fed directly to 
humans. Beans rather than beef thus 
becomes economically more attractive. In 
the long run the only plant material 
which will continue to be fed to animals 
rather than directly to humans is that 
which is not suitable for human use; 
particularly this includes cellulose 
which is not digestible by human, but is 
broken down by ruminant animals such as 
cattle and sheep. 

With continuing cost increases of 
energy inputs into agriculture, grazing  

of lands not suitable for cultivation 
becomes particularly desirable since it 
is the only widespread form of agri-
culture in developed countries which has 
a net gain in energy, i.e. there is more 
energy trapped in the production process 
than is used (Figure 8). This net gain 
is later reduced by transportation and 
processing costs, but other intensive 
advanced cultivation has, at the outset, 
a very significant net loss of energy. 
Estimates of cultivated crops as an 
energy trapping system range from 5 to 
20 percent efficiency. Combining this 
already inefficient system with the 10 
to 1 trophic level handicap discussed 
earlier leaves us with only one-half to 
two percent efficiency for a cultivated 
crop-feed lot combination. 

These same considerations are also 
apparent in many other situations where 
a high energy using synthetic has re-
placed a natural product. For example, 
aluminum building material uses many 
times as much energy as wood, synthetic 
fibers use much more energy than cotton, 
etc. 

Thus a shortage of energy gives a 
strong economic advantage to renewable 
resources in comparison to the strong 
disadvantage of the past several years. 
Not only do beans appear relatively more 
desirable than beef, but woods begins to 
look better than aluminum, and cotton 
better than nylon. 

Another significant change, which 
relates back to figure 4, is that use 
of renewable resources begins to have 
very significant advantages over non-
use such as occur in wilderness areas. 
Vegetation used for man, as the most 
efficient energy system we have, will 
be an increasingly valuable asset. 

Figures 1-8 follow on pages 18 & 19
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COAL, THE ENERGY CRISIS, AND NEW MEXICO 

John W. Shomaker 
New Mexico Bureau of Mines & Mineral Resources 

in cooperation with 
U.S. Bureau of Mines 

The first requisite for an under-
standing of the position of coal in 
the energy budget of the next few 
years, and decades, is to know what 
needs have been projected on a nat-
ional and regional basis. As is well 
known, such projections are subject to 
great errors, and must be considered 
with a good deal of skepticism, but 
let's examine some of them. 

On a national level, estimates 
of energy consumption have been made 
by the Interior Department, the Nat-
ional Petroleum Council, Chase-
Manhattan Bank, the Federal Power 
Commission, and many others. Just for 
a general look at this matter, let's 
take the Interior Department's 
breakdown published in early 1973 
(fig. 1). For 1971, in terms of 
British thermal units consumed, oil 
represented 44%, natural gas repre-
sented 33%, coal 18%, and hydro-
electric and nuclear power amounted 
to something under 5%. In 1985, by 
contrast, nuclear power is expected 
to supply some 10% of the total 
energy consumption, oil about 44%, 
gas 23%, coal 18%, and hydroelectric 
power about 4%. It is important to 
note of course, that we will have, 
according to this particular pro-
jection, about 1.7 times the total 
1971 consumption of energy. Coal 
consumption, while holding steady in 
percentage terms, would rise about 
70% in terms of actual energy 
required. It's worth noting that 
these new figures fall considerably 
below previous Interior Department 
projections. Nineteen eighty-five is 
only 12 years away. The real takeover 
of the energy market by nuclear power 
is not likely to be until sometime 
toward the end of the century. Thus, 
energy demand is likely to be borne 
largely by fossil fuels for a  

long time to come. These latest 
Interior Department figures indicate 
coal consumption in 2000 A.D. of 
about 2.5 times the 1971 level, and 
overall energy consumption about 2.8 
times that of 1971. 

Some recent work by a group at 
Cornell (Chapman and others, 1972) 
indicates that most of the published 
projections are too high. This work 
suggests that demand for electricity, 
at least, will about double by 1985 
(instead of 1980 as projected by the 
Federal Power Commission), and that 
it will increase to about 3 times 
1971 demand by the end of the 
century. This is far less than FPC's 
estimate, which would have demand at 
almost 4 times the 1971 level shortly 
after 1990, and somewhat less than 
the new Interior Department guesses. 

These rather encouraging pro-
jections are based on the notion that 
scarcity will engender higher prices 
and thus curb demand, rather than upon 
the usual extension, ad infinitum, of 
population and per capita demand 
trends. As I see it, however, the 
availability of coal will cause a tend-
ency to favor it over imported oil and 
gas. Thus, the point is that even if 
the energy crisis is not as serious as 
is generally thought, the demand for 
coal may well fulfill the predictions. 

The Western Energy Supply and 
Transmission Associates, known as the 
WEST Group, which is a 22-member 
association of southwestern and Calif-
ornia utilities, has done some prog-
nosticating on a regional level. They 
see the need for coal, for electricity 
generation only in our fast-growing 
region, as rising 3.8 times between 
the 1970 level and 1980. By 1990, they 
forecast a need for 98,500 tons per 
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year, or 6.4 times the 1970 level. 
Apparently the Golden West is going 
to need proportionally much more 
energy--and coal--than the nation as 
a whole. 

Now, more specifically, where 
does New Mexico fit into the market 
picture? Figure 2 shows the general 
distribution of coal resources, both 
strippable and deep, in light shading, 
and the country's major population 
centers as circles proportioned to 
population. At first glance several 
things seem obvious: (1) the heavily-
populated east has plenty of coal of 
its own, (2) the population centers of 
the west have coal resources somewhat 
closer than ours to draw upon, (3) any 
demand in the extreme northwest can be 
met most easily by the great reserves 
in Wyoming, Montana, and North Dakota. 
There is more to this than meets the 
eye, however. For one thing, eastern 
coal is at a disadvantage because of 
high sulfur content and increasing 
pressure there against strip mining. 
It is true that the fast-growing 
southwest has plenty of Arizona and 
Utah coal, but Arizona's Black Mesa 
coals are beginning to be heavily 
committed already, and Utah's coal is 
nearly all too deep to be strippable 
and therefore at some economic dis-
advantage. Montana coal is under very 
heavy tax and environmental pressure. 

The real clincher is evident on a 
natural gas pipeline map (fig. 3). 
Synthetic gas made from coal in north-
western New Mexico can go into the 
present system with the greatest of 
ease, particularly to serve west coast 
markets. This is because the coal 
lies, for the most part, right in the 
nation's second largest gas field. 

It is worth noting that our gas 
production is beginning to slip and 
synthetic gas is going to take up 
the slack and carry on. 

What does New Mexico have to 
offer in this market situation? 
Figure 4 shows all of the known areas 
of strippable coal, in dark shading,  

and the areas known to be underlain by 
coal, but at a depth too great for strip 
mining. These "deep coal" areas are 
shown in light shading. Except for 
minor, mostly insignificant, reserves 
scattered here and there, the coal lies 
in the San Juan Basin within the 
Albuquerque-Gallup-Farmington triangle, 
and in the Raton Basin south and west of 
Raton. Before I start to describe these 
reserves in terms of tonnage and 
mineability, I should say a few things 
about what size reserve is really 
economic and what constitutes economic-
ally mineable coal. 

For a major power plant, something 
on the order of 75 million tons of coal 
is a threshold reserve size. This must 
be in reasonably continuous seams under 
less than 150 feet or so of overburden, 
and the coal must be thick enough so 
that the ratio of overburden thickness 
to coal thickness averages considerably 
less than 10. 

Under foreseeable economics here in 
New Mexico, strip-mined coal is the 
only kind we can develop for generating 
electricity or making gas. 

So with the 75-million ton figure 
and the strippability requirement in 
mind, let's look at the map. The Tijeras 
field, designated A on the map, and the 
Sierra Blanca, Una del Gato, Cerrillos, 
Carthage, Jornada, Datil Mountain, and 
Engle fields, all the way down to H, 
have been estimated to contain some 
1,750 million tons altogether. Of this, 
only 841 million are thought to lie 
above 1000 feet in depth (a rule-of-
thumb limit for deep mining). Nowhere is 
a 75-million ton strippable reserve 
known. 

The Raton Basin, designated I on 
the map, contains an inferred 4,700 
million tons--say 4.7 billion tons of 
coal. That would seem to be a lot of 
coal, but only 2.5 billion tons are 
thought to be less than 1000 feet 
deep, and only about 715 million are 
economically accessible. This coal is 
a special case in the energy picture 
because it is suitable for steel- 
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making. That fact makes it feasible to 
mine underground rather than by stripp-
ing. In fact, the Raton Basin coals are 
too valuable to be used for electricity 
generation or the manufacture of 
synthetic gas. They are the only such 
coals in any important quantity in the 
state. Kaiser Steel Company's York Mine 
is the only active mine in the 
Raton Basin. It is a very efficient 
modern underground operation, and in 
1971 produced just over 1 million tons 
of metallurgical coal. The coal is 
shipped by Santa Fe Railway unit train 
to Kaiser's Fontana, California steel 
mill. 

We are now left with the San Juan 
Basin (fig. 5). The geologic formations 
that comprise it may be thought of as a 
stack of shallow, very irregular bowls 
whose rims are turned up sharply in 
some areas, but slope only very gently 
in others. The northern part of the 
Basin is across the line in Colorado, 
not shown on the map. Two of the bowls 
are coal-bearing formations: the lower 
bowl, represented by the outer band is 
the outcrop of the Menefee Formation, 
and the upper, inner one is the 
Fruitland Formation. 

That outer band is shown in dark 
shading in areas known to be underlain 
by strippable Menefee coal, and is 
shown as light shading where a favor-
able part of the formation is shallow 
enough to contain strippable coal but 
has not been explored. The Menefee has 
not been extensively explored, but it 
is known to contain several large areas 
of thick coal at depth, and some 
extensive barren areas. Some of the 
strippable areas are of economic size. 
These will be described briefly below; 
more extensive descriptions can be 
found in Shomaker and others, 1971. 

The principal undeveloped area 
lies north and northeast of Grants, and 
is owned in large part by a subsidiary 
of Santa Fe Industries. The area is 
presently under exploration. A reserve 
estimate made by the State Bureau of 
Mines in 1971 of 60 to 75 million tons 
is almost certainly far too low. West  

of it, near Standing Rock on the Navajo 
Reservation, drill holes revealed more 
strippable coal. This area was esti-
mated to contain at least 64 million 
tons, and probably far more. The coal 
in these areas is mostly of high-
volatile bituminous C rank and contains 
0.5 to 1.1 percent sulfur. 

Small strippable reserves are also 
known just south of Cuba, near Lake 
Valley south of Bisti Trading Post, and 
near Newcomb, north of Gallup. None of 
these appear to be economic; only the 
last-mentioned appears to contain more 
than 75 million tons. 

The only important production from 
the Menefee (and the related Crevasse 
Canyon Formation) is from two stripp-
able areas near Gallup. Northwest of 
Gallup, partly on the Navajo Reser-
vation is a block estimated to contain 
358 million tons or more of strippable 
coal. A much smaller reserve is known 
just southeast of Gallup. The coals of 
these areas are also of high-volatile C 
bituminous rank, with sulfur content 
around 0.5 percent. 

The Menefee Formation has also been 
estimated to contain on the order of 
34.3 billion tons of deep coal; current 
work being done by the State Bureau of 
Mines indicates that this figure is 
low. 

It is the Fruitland Formation that 
contains our really major coal reserves. 
On fig. 5, the inner band represents the 
Fruitland. Strippable areas are in dark 
shading. Within the outer edge of the 
band, the entire area is underlain by 
both deep Fruitland and deep Menefee 
coal. Along the west side as far as the 
Navajo Reservation boundary (indicated 
by a heavy broken line), strippable 
reserves have been well-explored, and 
are under lease and committed to various 
development plans. These plans will be 
discussed further on. 

From the Colorado line southward to 
the Navajo boundary, there is a total of 
some 1.1 billion tons beneath less than 
150 feet of overburden, and another 
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1.4 billion from 150 feet down to 
250. Most of this is on the Navajo 
Reservation. 

From the Navajo Reservation east-
ward, there is another 1.3 billion or 
more tons above 150 feet and 1.2 bill-
ion more between 150 and 250. Most of 
this is under lease or prospecting per-
mit from the Federal Government, and 
has been fairly extensively explored. 
Beyond a depth of 250 feet, the Fruit-
land contains a staggering amount of 
coal. An estimate by Fassett and Hinds 
(1971) of the U.S. Geological Survey 
indicates a total of some 154.2 billion  
tons. 

It's apparent that only a tiny 
fraction, in fact about 1.5 percent, of 
our state's total coal reserve is cur-
rently strippable. I have described a 
total of about 2.9 billion tons which 
can be considered strippable to a depth 
of 150 feet, and a grand total of some 
188.5 billion tons that is not stripp-
able. 

The Fruitland Formation coal is 
of high-volatile C bituminous or sub-
bituminous A rank-good steam coal, but 
not suitable for metallurgical use. 

Just to get things in perspective, 
let's have a glance at the comparative 
position of coal among New Mexico's 
energy resources. We have some 6 billion 
tons of coal considered strippable by 
either present standards or those 
expected to prevail in a few years. We 
have about 137,000 tons of U3O8 (mineable 
at 8 dollars per ton of ore), and we 
have an estimated one and one-quarter 
billion barrels of oil. Natural gas is 
estimated at 14.3 trillion cubic feet 
(fig. 6). These are known reserves, more 
or less economically workable; the 
numbers on the chart indicate the number 
of British thermal units available and 
the bars are proportioned in terms of 
British thermal units. Strippable coal 
makes up almost 60%. A key point here is 
that the Btu value assigned for uranium 
assumes use in a present-day light water 
reactor--if saved until breeder reactor 
tech-  

nology reaches economic feasibility, 
this uranium reserve would represent 
well over 100 times as much energy, and 
strippable coal, oil, and gas reserves 
would pale into insignificance by com-
parison. 

But we are dealing now with today's 
problems and technology, and those of 
just a few years hence. By current 
yardsticks, New Mexico's 6 billion tons 
of strippable coal represents 34% more 
energy than the total production of 
crude oil in the whole world during 
1971. 

Figure 7, a map of the San Juan 
Basin and surrounding areas, shows 
existing and planned coal developments. 
Triangles are strip mines, boxes are 
power plants, and circles are gasifi-
cation plants. Dark shading represents 
existing developments or those under 
construction, unshaded symbols repre-
sent developments in the late planning 
stages, and light shading indicates 
developments that I am speculating on. 
All of the latter are mines rather than 
plants of some sort; this is because of 
uncertainty about the water needs of 
future gasification plants in view of 
the meager amounts of water available. 

The two dark squares just west of 
Farmington are the Four Corners power 
plant south of the river and the San 
Juan generating station north of the 
river. The Four Corners plant is owned 
by a consortium including Arizona Pub-
lic Service Co., Southern California 
Edison Co., El Paso Electric Co., 
Tucson Gas and Electric, the Salt River 
Project, and New Mexico Public Service 
Co. 

This plant is capable of generating 
2,085 megawatts, and is now using al-
most seven million tons of coal per 
year. Coal is supplied by the Navajo 
Mine of Utah International. This was 
the largest coal mine in the United 
States in 1971 and 1972. The combined 
payroll of mine and power plant is 
about 4.5 million dollars, much of it 
to members of the Navajo Tribe. 
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The San Juan station, which be-
longs to Public Service of New Mexico 
and Tucson Gas and Electric, will have 
an ultimate capacity of 1,035 megawatts. 
Coal will be furnished from a mine at 
the plant owned by Western Coal Co. and 
operated by Utah International. 

The McKinley Mine, of Pittsburg 
and Midway Coal Mining Co. is located 
northwest of Gallup. It is partly on 
the Navajo Reservation and partly off. 
Its production--421,000 tons in 1971--
is shipped by rail to the Arizona Pub-
lic Service Co. Cholla Plant at Joseph 
City. The McKinley Mine is planning a 
major expansion. 

The two gasification complexes in 
the planning stages are close together 
on the Navajo Reservation. One is being 
planned by El Paso Natural Gas Co. near 
Bisti; if all goes well it will 
ultimately produce 750 million cubic 
feet of pipeline-quality gas per day 
from some 73,000 tons of coal. The coal 
will be mined at the site. It is 
estimated that the complex will eventu-
ally employ 2,000 to 3,000 people with 
a combined payroll of over 35 million 
dollars per year. In addition, well 
over 5 million dollars will go to the 
Navajo Tribe in the form of royalties 
and other payments. 

The other gasification complex 
will have an ultimate capacity of 1000 
million cubic feet per day. It will be 
owned by a group including Utah Inter-
national, Pacific Lighting System, and 
Texas Eastern Gas, and will require 
over 100,000 tons of coal per day. Em-
ployment in both mines and plants is 
expected to total some 3500 people, 
about 50 million dollars per year. 
Royalties should be over six million 
dollars yearly. 

In the next decade coal product-
ion on the Reservation alone should 
reach over 70 million tons, a gross 
value of perhaps 200 million dollars; 
this will represent several thousand 
good jobs, and some 18 million dollars 
in royalty payments. I would point out 
that the land involved in the strip  

mines is not highly productive at pre-
sent; it is not likely to be worth very 
many dollars per acre as it stands now. 
On the other hand, at a royalty rate of 
25 cents per ton, each acre from which 
a 10-foot-thick seam can be recovered 
will represent well over 3,000 dollars 
in royalty payment. 

The light triangles on fig. 7, all 
on Federal acreage outside the Reser-
vation, represent my guesses as to 
where new strip mines will be located. 
Coal from these mines would either be 
shipped out of the Basin by rail, or 
possibly by slurry pipeline, or be 
utilized in air-cooled electrical gen-
erating plants. There is no foreseeable 
source of water on a scale suitable for 
conventional gasification or electrical 
generation. At least one proposed 
railroad--one which would serve the 
coal areas of the Reservation from a 
connection at Gallup, has been 
announced. Rail connection to the east-
ern part of the Basin (where the light-
shaded triangles are) has been a sub-
ject of speculation for several years. 

The developments and potential 
developments I have discussed so far 
represent a contribution of at least 
1000 trillion Btu per year to the 
energy budget by 1985 or so. This is 
an awesome figure--and it amounts to 
about 1 percent of the nation's pro-
jected energy consumption for that 
year. Let me enumerate some of the 
changes we can expect to see in New 
Mexico as a result of all this: 

The most obvious transformation 
will be the enormous increase in act-
ivity in northwestern New Mexico. 
There will be heavy construction act-
ivity for a number of years and 
several thousand new permanent jobs. 
There will be paved roads crossing the 
San Juan Basin from several 
directions, and modern towns where 
virtually nothing existed before. 

The change in the appearance of 
strip-mined land will seem profound at 
first. Much of the mineable area looks 
about like the area shown in fig. 8 in 
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terms of productivity. If we make a 
conservative assumption of 10 feet as 
the average coal thickness, then an 
extreme total of 340,000 acres may be 
mineable under the economics of a few 
years hence. This overall total amounts 
to 4 tenths of one percent of the 
state's land area. If we eventually 
manage to reach an annual production of 
100 million tons, we will be opening 
5,600 acres or less per year, and for a 
little while it will look considerably 
different, more or less like fig. 9. The 
area stripped per year would be less 
than 7 thousandths of one percent of the 
state's area, equivalent to 230 miles or 
so of interstate highway right-of-way 
with no sprawling interchanges at all. 
The big difference between interstate 
highways and strip mines is that the 
former are permanent scars, while the 
latter are temporary. Within a few years 
the land will be back in use for 
grazing, and it may be better for that 
purpose than before. The new contour can 
be such as to provide better drainage, 
and there can be an opportunity for 
well-chosen vegetation to get a good 
grip, undisturbed by animals and 
erosion. This reclamation will cost the 
consumer perhaps 2000 dollars per acre, 
but I'm sure it can be done sat-
isfactorily. 

By the time the reclaimed acre has 
been returned to grazing, it will have 
yielded no less than 44,000 dollars 
worth of coal. There aren't many acres 
in Albuquerque that are worth that. The 
whole 5600 acres mined that year will 
have yielded at least 248 million 
dollars worth of coal. That turns out  

to be somewhat more than the total 
statewide cash receipts from all live-
stock and livestock products in 1968, 
just for comparison. 

To put the comparison another 
way, the total acreage temporarily out 
of use after mining at the 100-million-
ton-per-year rate would be roughly the 
same as the area totally and almost 
irrevocably lost by the filling of 
Navajo Reservoir. 

"Acid mine drainage" is a familiar 
phrase nowadays, and it's a genuine 
problem in the eastern part of the U.S. 
In our part of the country, however, it 
is not likely to be. Except for 
infrequent rains, our strip mines are 
dry. If, as I expect, most of the energy 
derived from coal is shipped as pipeline 
gas or raw coal, there will be few new 
electrical transmission lines to argue 
over. 

There are two other major points in 
this matter. One is that coal production 
for energy needs will be temporary--it 
can taper off and eventually stop when-
ever breeder reactor technology can take 
over the load. The other point is that 
at that time we'll still have a great 
deal of coal left. New Mexico won't have 
used much, if any, of its deep coal, and 
I'm betting we'll have much of our 
strippable coal left. The box score in 
the year 2020 may be: remaining deep 
coal--188.5 billion tons; remaining 
strippable coal--2 billion tons; perm-
anently damaged acreage--next to zero. 
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THE UTILIZATION OF SOLAR ENERGY TO HELP 

MEET OUR NATION'S ENERGY NEEDS 

Ronald L. Thomas 

Lewis Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA Technical Memorandum TM X 68230) 

SUMMARY 

There is a national need for 

abundant clean supplies of energy. 

Our present fossil fuels are being 

depleted at an ever-increasing rate. 

Nuclear energy and coal can supply 

our needs but each has environmental 

and safety problems to overcome. 

This paper discusses the potential 

of solar energy as a major source of 

energy to meet our nation's energy 

needs. Solar energy is a clean, 

nondepleting resource that is 

available and has the potential to 

meet our expected needs. The 

optional solar energy systems pre-

sently under evaluation are briefly 

discussed. These options include 

systems for meeting our needs for 

generation of electricity, for 

heating and cooling of buildings and 

for production of clean fuel for 

transportation and industrial uses. 

The key technology requirements, 

estimated system costs, and 

potential of meeting our national 

energy needs are presented for each 

of the solar energy options. And, 

finally, the present national solar 

energy plans and programs and their 

possible impact on our energy needs 

are briefly discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

There is a national need for abun-

dant domestic supplies of clean 

energy. At the present time this 

need is often referred to as the 

"Energy Crisis." As a nation our 

energy needs are increasing rapidly 

and are expected to double by the 

year 2000. In addition to our 

increasing energy needs, some of our 

energy resources are being rapidly 

depleted (refs. 1, 2, 3). As if 

these problems are not enough, we 

also have environmental problems and 

balance-of-payments problems due to 

our energy needs. 

The nation's energy needs, domestic 

energy resources, and possible future 

energy resources are briefly discussed 

in this paper. Three potential 

solutions, coal, nuclear and solar are 

compared as to benefits and problems. 

The paper primarily discusses the 

options available in using solar energy 

as a natural energy resource. These 

options are discussed under the 

generation of electricity, heating and 

cooling of buildings, and the production 

of clean fuel. 

Discussed under the generation of 

electricity from solar energy are such 

systems as photovoltaics in space and 

on Earth, thermal energy collected 

from sunlight to operate conventional 

powerplants, solar-derived energy in 

the winds to obtain power from wind 

turbines, and a heat-engine that ope-

rates from the temperature difference 

available in the ocean. 

The heating/cooling section dis-

cusses the principle of operation 

utilizing flat-plate collectors, ther-

mal storage and heating and cooling 

equipment. Several examples of solar 

heated residences are described and 

the key technologies required to make 

the systems practical and economical. 

Solar energy also offers ways of 

producing clean fuel: solid, gas and 

oil from crops. Several possible 

methods of producing fuel are discussed 

and the key technologies identified. 
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Pollution 

This paper then discusses current 

funding levels and programs for the 

development of solar energy. Also 

identified are projected milestones 

and possible impact of solar energy on 

our nation's future energy needs. 

U.S. ENERGY: DEMAND AND PROBLEMS 

Demand 

The U.S. presently uses about 

70X10 BTU/yr of energy. These energy 

sources are primarily oil, natural gas 

and coal. A small amount of our energy 

is supplied by hydroelectric systems 

and an even smaller amount by nuclear 

reactors. Figure 1 shows the U.S. 

energy demand projected through the 

year 2020. This projection was made by 

the Associated Universities for the 

Office of Science and Technology (ref. 

1). It can be seen from figure 1 that 

our needs are forecasted to increase 

rapidly, with four times the total 

energy predicted to be required by the 

year 2020. The increases are predicted 

to be met by a very large increase in 

the use of nuclear energy and 

increases in the use of oil and coal. 

Natural gas consumption is not 

projected to increase because of the 

depletion of gas reserves. 

Energy Problems  

Depletion  

The forecast increase in energy 

use in the U.S. will result in a 

rapid depletion of some fuels as 

shown in figure 2. The Associated 

Universities, the Brookhaven study 

(ref. 1) and the AEC forecasts show 

that if present trends in energy 

consumption continue, oil, gas and 

uranium 235 (used in present power 

reactors) will be exhausted in 40 to 

50 years. There are, however, 

abundant supplies of coal and uranium 

238 (used in the fast breeder 

reactors now being developed by the 

AEC). 

Another impact of increased energy 

consumption is increased pollution. 

Figure 3 shows the possible output of 

several key pollutants over the next 50 

years. As can be seen in figure 3, there 

is a temporary reduction of pollutants 

like NOx and SO2 by 1980 because of 

present government restrictions on 

emissions from automobiles and power-

plants. However, the projected increase 

in energy consumption will override the 

present controls and cause the rate of 

pollution to double by 2020 unless new 

controls or new technology are intro-

duced. Not shown in the figure are 

environmental impacts of strip mining 

operations and the generation of large 

quantities of radioactive wastes. An 

important fraction of these radioactive 

wastes must be stored for many thousands 

of years before they could be safely 

released. This latter is a crucial 

problem to which the AEC is giving very 

serious consideration. 

Balance-of-payments  

One of the major impacts of the 

depleting oil and gas reserves is 

dependence on foreign purchase of those 

convenient-to-use fuels. The value of 

oil and gas imports from 1968 to 1971 

is shown to vary in figure 4 from 1.5 

to 2.2 billion dollars. By 1985 the 

National Petroleum Council predicts a 

cash outflow for oil and gas of 20 

billion dollars (ref. 4). This is to be 

compared to the net outward flow of 

cash of 10 to 30 billion in the years 

1970 and 1971. Obviously, our 

dependence on fuel imports will have a 

major adverse impact on the net balance 

of payments in addition to making us 

dependent for more than half of our 

fuel on the policies of foreign 

countries. 

DOMESTIC SOLUTIONS TO 

NATION'S ENERGY NEEDS 

There are three major potential 

solutions to the shortage of oil and 

gas that can be considered seriously 
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because they are technically feasible. 

These solutions are summarized in 

Table I. They are the gasification and 

liquefaction of coal, the use of 

nuclear energy to produce electricity, 

and the use of solar energy. The re-

serves of coal and nuclear energy (as-

suming the commercial success of the 

fast breeder) are measured in terms of 

centuries but even so they are 

limited. Solar energy is unlimited. 

Another fossil fuel is shale oil. It 

is estimated that the U.S. has an 

order of magnitude more energy in 

shale oil than in coal (ref. 5), but 

at the present time it is not 

economical to utilize this source of 

energy. For this paper, solar is 

compared with only nuclear and coal, 

both of which are expected to provide 

much of our energy in the near future. 

The use of coal involves solution 

of the SO2, NO , and particulate 

pollution problem. In addition the added 

burden on the environment of 

unprecedented strip mining operations 

will create further problems already 

considered serious in several locations 

in the U.S. 

The use of nuclear energy to solve 

the energy problem introduces safety 

questions and management of the large 

amounts of radioactive waste products 

that are generated by the fission of 

uranium. 

There are no major environmental 

problems introduced by utilization of 

solar energy. Solar energy continuously 

falls on the Earth whether or not we 

use it. Solar energy therefore does not 

add any new thermal burden on the 

Earth's atmosphere as does the comb-

ustion of fuel and fission of uranium. 

The technology that is needed to 

use coal involves the successful dev-

elopment of large-scale economical and 

efficient processes to convert coal to 

oil and gas. In addition, work needs to 

be done to economically extract coal in 

a socially acceptable way. 

The technology required for the  

use of nuclear energy to solve the 

energy problem requires the successful 

development of an economical and safe 

breeder reactor. Also required is an 

acceptable and safe means for handling 

the vast amount of radioactive waste 

products that will be generated and 

that require storage or disposal with 

positive assurance of no release for 

300 centuries. 

The solution to the technical and 

environmental problems associated with 

the use of coal and nuclear fuel is 

expected to substantially increase the 

cost of energy. Estimates are that 

energy costs may triple in the next ten 

years because of the dependence on for-

eign sources, the cost of replacing oil 

and gas sources with nuclear and coal, 

and the cost of eliminating pollution 

and environmental problems. 

It appears timely now to consider 

the use of solar energy. The chief 

problem in the past has been achieving 

cost-competitive systems. There is no 

question that technically solar energy 

is feasible. What is needed now is 

technology that will reduce the cost of 

solar energy systems. Innovative 

approaches, good simple efficient de-

signs, proper selection of concepts, 

optimized systems approach and sound 

management of technology development 

programs are required to make solar 

energy an economical solution to the 

energy shortage problem. It is the only 

energy source that is unlimited, 

everywhere available, and offers a 

clean solution to the energy shortage. 

SOLAR ENERGY CAN PROVIDE 

ALL OUR ENERGY NEEDS 

Solar energy is diffuse and vari-

able but abundant. In space at the 

Earth's distance from the Sun, the 

solar radiation available is approxi-

mately 130 watts/ft . Considering day-

night and seasonal variation of solar 

flux and attenuation due to at-

mospheric conditions (clouds, dust and 

smog), the average energy falling on 

the U.S. on a year-round basis is 17 
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watts/ft
2 
or 1410 BTU/ft

2
 per average 

day (ref. 6). Figure 5 shows that the 

daily solar flux in the 9.5. varies 

from 1000 to 2000 BTU/ft . As shown in 

figure 5, the solar energy falling on 

the continental U.S. is 300 times the 

total projected 1985 energy needs of 

the U.S. At an average efficiency 

conversion of 5%, it would take less 

than 7% of the U.S. land area to supply 

all our 1985 forecasted energy needs. 

Figure 7 shows percentage of land 

area required versus efficiency of 

conversion of solar energy for both 

total U.S. energy consumption and 

energy required to produce electrical 

power. From figure 7 it can be seen 

that solar cells at 10% efficiency 

could meet all our 1985 electrical 

power needs by covering less than 1% 

of our total land area. Solar energy 

is diffuse but its abundance makes it 

possible to be a major energy resource 

for the U.S. and for the world. 

The U.S. uses energy to generate 

electricity, heat and cool buildings, 

and to provide fuel for transportation 

systems and industrial processes. At 

the present time, approximately 22% of 

our total energy consumption is used 

for generating electricity, 25% for 

providing thermal energy for build-

ings, 23% for transportation and 30% 

for industrial processes. As shown in 

figure 8, solar energy can provide all 

forms of our energy needs. 

ELECTRICITY FROM SOLAR ENERGY 

Several methods of generating 

electricity from solar energy have been 

identified. Briefly these methods are: 

1. Direct conversion of solar 

energy to electricity using 

solar cells. 

2. Collection of solar energy by 

collectors to heat fluids that 

can be used to operate heat 

engines. These heat engines 

are then used to drive 

generators to produce electri-

city. 

3. Using the solar-heated upper 

layers of the ocean water and 

the cold lower depths of the 

ocean to operate a low T heat 

engine. This heat is then 

used to drive a generator to 

produce electricity. 

4. Using the solar-derived wind 

power directly to operate a 

wind turbine. The wind tur-

bine then drives a generator 

to generate electricity. 

5. Using solar energy to grow 

crops that can be converted 

to fuel. The fuel is then 

used to operate heat engines 

that are used to generate 

electricity. 

A brief description of each of 

these methods is discussed in the 

following sections along with their 

potential, technology needs and 

estimated costs. 

Electricity from solar cells in space  

The SERT II solar array is shown 

in the upper photo of figure 10. This 

array demonstrates that reliable elec-

tric power can be provided in space 

with solar cells. 

The lower photo in figure 10 is a 

proposed concept for using solar cells 

in synchronous orbit to make power for 

use on the ground. This is the Sate-

llite Solar Power System (SSPS) concept 

proposed by Glaser (ref. 6). The solar 

cells convert the solar energy to dc 

electrical power; this electrical power 

is converted to microwaves and beamed 

to the Earth. On the Earth, a receiving 

station converts the microwaves back to 

electrical power through a combined 

antenna and rectifier, called a 

rectenna. 

The SSPS concept shown is pro-

posed to generate 5000 MWe on the 

ground. The2 solar array panels  

total nearly 21 mi with a total  

system weight of about 25 million  

pounds. 
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Because of the availability of 

nearly limitless solar energy in syn-

chronous orbit, the deployment of 

SSPS's could provide all the Earth's 

energy needs. For example, 80 SSPS's 

could supply all our projected 1985 

electrical needs of 400,000 MWe. 

The technologies required to make 

the SSPS a viable system are: low-cost 

high-efficiency solar cells; light-

weight structures that can be 

assembled in space; a low-cost syn-

chronous-orbit transportation system, 

and a reliable, safe microwave system. 

At the present time the costs of 

such a system are prohibitive. For 

example, present space solar arrays cost 

$200,000/kW or more. Such a high cost 

would result in a power cost of 4800 

mills/kW-hr for electricity compared to 

conventional electricity costs of about 

7 mills/kW-hr. The goal for the SSPS 

concept is to reduce the costs so the 

total system is of the order of 

$1000/kW. 

Electricity from solar cells on Earth  

The possibility of placing large 

solar arrays on the ground in prime 

areas of the U.S. has also been 

looked at by Cherry (ref. 8) and by 

Spakowski and Shure (ref. 9), (figure 

11). Several advantages over the 

space system are immediately obvious, 

such as elimination of the need for a 

microwave system and for a space 

transportation system. However, on 

the ground the average solar 

radiation is much less, being less 

than 25 watts/ft even in our prime 

southwest desert areas compared to 

130 watts/ft in orbit. Also, because 

of the day-night cycles and inclement 

weather, energy storage is required 

for the ground-based system. 

Even with the above limitations, 

the ground system offers the potential 

of supplying all our 1985 electrical 

needs by using an area 100 by 100 miles 

of our southwest deserts covered with 

presently available solar cells of 7% 

efficiency. In addition to the solar  

cells, however, energy storage must be 

provided for the day/night cycle. 

The technologies required for the 

ground-based system are low-cost solar 

arrays and low-cost energy storage. 

It is now possible to purchase 

arrays for ground usage at about 

$100,000/kW (significantly lower than 

space arrays). This cost must be 

lowered to $1000/kW or less if solar 

cells are ever to compete with con-

ventional means of generating elect-

ricity. 

Electricity from solar thermal energy  

This concept uses solar energy in 

the form of thermal energy and has 

recently been suggested for re-evalu-

ation by the Meinels (ref. 10) and by 

the University of Minnesota and Honey-

well, Inc. (ref. 11). Very simply, 

solar energy is collected and focused 

on pipes carrying a heat transport 

fluid. The fluid is heated to a high 

enough temperature for operation of a 

conventional steam power Rankine sys-

tem (fig. 12). 

The major system components are 

the focusing collector, absorber, heat 

transport loops, energy storage and the 

power plant. The key technologies are 

both in the component and the systems 

area. Focusing-type collectors are 

needed to obtain the required tem-

perature range of 600° F to 1000° F for 

efficient power plant operation. The 

collectors must also be able to with-

stand periodic cleaning and problems 

associated with wind, desert, and rain 

storms. Stable absorber coatings of 

ale of 10 or greater are required. 

The heat transport loops collect energy 

from square miles of desert and must be 

efficient. Pumped loop and heat pipe 

systems using H20, air, and liquid 

metals are being investigated. Energy 

storage may be limited to supplying 

requirements for daily periods of dark-

ness, for longer periods of inclement 

weather, or for averaging summer peak 

radiation with the lower winter radi-

ation. 
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Because of the higher efficiencies 

possible with this system, it is esti-

mated 60 x 60 miles of our southwest 

desert could supply all our 1985 elect-

rical needs. 

Preliminary cost estimates have 

been made by advocates of this system. 

Their estimates range from $1000/kW to 

$3000/kW resulting in a 15-50 mills/ 

kW-hr cost for the electricity. 

This system appears to have po-

tential, but what is needed is inno-

vative component and system approaches 

to develop low-cost competitive sys-

tems. 

Electric power from ocean temperature  

difference 

An interesting system for gene-

rating electricity that has been dem-

onstrated by Claude (ref. 12) is the 

ocean T system that uses the warm and 

cold ocean water to operate a heat 

engine (figure 13). It is proposed by 

the Andersons (ref. 13) that such a 

system would float in the Gulf Stream 

off the southern coast of Florida and 

generate electricity economically. The 

upper ocean layers are warmed to about 

80° F by the sun and are used to boil 

a fluid to drive a turbine. The 

turbine operates a generator for 

making electricity. The fluid is con-

densed by a cold water supply of 40
°
 F 

at depths of about 2000 feet. The cold 

water is the result of melting of the 

polar ice caps and this cold water is 

flowing toward the Equator. 

Systems using the ocean T have 

been demonstrated: Claude demonstrated 

a 22 kW system in Cuba in 1929 and the 

French built two 3500-kW systems in 

the 1950's. The major advantages of 

such a system are that no collectors 

or storage are required. The ocean 

both collects and stores the solar 

energy for day/night cycles and incle-

ment weather. 

The ocean T system has the po-

tential to make a major contribution 

to our energy needs. For example, it  

has been estimated that less than a 

0.3° F drop in Gulf Stream would supply 

all our 1985 electrical needs (400,000 

MWe). It is also interesting that the 

ocean T system reduces the thermal 

pollution of oceans instead of increas-

ing it as most other systems do. 

The ocean T does have some key 

technology needs that must be solved 

before this system can contribute to 

our needs. The technologies identified 

are: 

1. The long large-diameter cold-

water duct--.The duct will be about 30 

feet in diameter and 2000 feet in 

length. A major problem is how to 

support and anchor such a duct with the 

lateral forces exerted on it by the 

ocean currents flowing in opposite dir-

ections at different depths. 

2. The large low-cost heat ex-

changers--.Because of the low T avail-

able, large heat exchanger surfaces are 

required to extract large amounts of 

power. New methods for fabricating 

large, low-leakage heat exchangers at 

low costs must be determined. 

3. Seawater compatibility--.The 

ocean T system must be compatible with 

the ocean. It must withstand corrosion, 

hurricanes, and the possibility of deb-

ris, fish, etc., from clogging up the 

boiler passages. The methods for 

operating and maintaining a sea-plant 

and delivering its energy to shore must 

also be determined. 

Preliminary cost estimates by 

advocates of the ocean T system range 

from $300 to $500/kW. Such capital 

costs indicate that the ocean T 

system may provide very competitively 

priced electricity. However, these 

estimates depend on solving the key 

technology problems. 

Electric power from the wind  

Solar-derived wind power can and 

has been used to generate electricity. 

A large 1.25 MWe wind-generator was 

built in Vermont (ref. 14) in the 
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early 1940's and delivered electricity 

directly into the local power grid. 

Wind-generators are currently being 

used to generate small amounts of 

power around the world. A 200 kW wind-

generator was constructed in Denmark 

(ref. 15) in 1957, (fig. 14). 

There is no question about the 

technical feasibility of generating 

electricity from wind-generators as 

evidenced by the many demonstrations. 

The only question is can electricity be 

generated continuously and compet-

itively by wind power and is there 

enough wind power available to make a 

significant impact on our energy needs? 

Besides electricity, the wind-gene-

rators could be used to produce fuel 

(H2) by electrolysis to be used for 

transportation or other purposes. 

Estimates by advocates of wind 

power in this country, such as Hero-

nemus (ref. 16), claim there is enough 

wind power to supply all our electrical 

needs and that winds in the Great 

Plains alone could supply 50% of our 

1985 electrical needs (400,000 MWe). 

The question that comes up most 

often when discussing wind power is 

that of energy storage. What happens 

when the wind stops? Energy storage 

would certainly make it possible to use 

wind-generators for individual or 

small-scale applications such as homes 

or small communities. However, wind-

generators could be added to any system 

that has storage such as pumped-storage 

or a conventional hydroelectric plant. 

In addition, wind-generators could 

supply power to any grid and the 

storage could be considered to be the 

fuel that runs the conventional gene-

rating plant. What needs to be done is 

to determine applications for large-

scale use of wind-generators. This 

includes wind analysis and economic 

analysis. Also, storage should be 

worked on but is not essential for all 

applications. Analysis of wind data may 

show that networking of large 

generators without storage may make 

sense. 

Costs of previous demonstrations  

and estimates by present-day advocates 

range from $200 to $650 per installed 

kWe with a cost of electricity from 7-

15 mills/kW-hr. Electricity from wind 

appears attractive and should be 

looked at seriously. 

SOLAR ENERGY FOR HEATING 

AND COOLING BUILDINGS 

Approximately 25% of our present en-

ergy consumption is used for heating 

and cooling buildings. This energy 

demand is met by the use of gas and 

oil. Supplying this thermal energy 

for buildings by solar energy would 

save our dwindling supplies of gas 

and oil for other uses. 

As shown in figure 15, solar en-

ergy can be utilized for heating and 

cooling of buildings by putting flat-

plate collectors on the roof. These 

collectors are fairly simple in con-

struction. A black surface is used to 

absorb the sunlight, this surface is 

covered with one or several panes of 

glass which reduce re-radiation. The 

collector is insulated on the sides 

and back to prevent conduction and 

convection losses. 

Water, air or some other fluid 

is passed through the collector and 

can reach temperatures from 140° F 

to greater than 200° F. The thermal 

energy from the fluid is then stored 

in a heat storage container to pro-

vide energy for the day/night cycle. 

The thermal storage can be sensible 

heat of water or rocks or the latent 

heat-of-fusion of special salts. 

Coupled to the heat storage sys-

tem are a heating loop and a cooling 

loop. The heating loop takes heat from 

the thermal storage system to heat the 

building. The cooling loop takes heat 

from the thermal storage to operate an 

absorption or mechanical air 

conditioning system. Also connected to 

the heat storage loop is an auxiliary 

heater. The purpose of this heater is 

to supply thermal energy to the system 

during periods of inclement weather 

using conventional fuel. 
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Twenty buildings are presently 

heated with solar energy in the 

United States. The upper photograph 

in figure 16 is of a home in Dover, 

Massachussets. Solar energy provided 

90% of the heat load during the month 

of February. The bottom picture shows 

an office building in Albuquerque, 

New Mexico. Solar energy provides 75% 

of the heating load for this 

building. 

None of the solar-heated homes 

has solar-supplied air conditioning. 

The addition of air conditioning could 

make the solar energy systems for 

buildings much more competitive. 

Systems could then be utilized nearly 

12 months of the year. Solar supplied 

air conditioning will also help reduce 

our peak-load requirements on our 

electrical systems. 

The Federal Council on Science 

and Technology (FCST) solar energy 

report estimates that by 2020 40 to 

50% of the thermal energy for build-

ings in the U.S. could be supplied by 

solar energy. In areas and buildings 

where solar energy is used, it is 

estimated that solar energy can supply 

up to 75% of the buildings' thermal 

energy needs. 

The technology needs include 

efficient low-cost flat-plate collect-

ors. To operate air conditioning 

systems, temperatures equal to or 

greater than 200° F are needed. Coll-

ectors must be developed that can be 

manufactured for about $2/ft compared 

to present costs of about $4/ ft . 

Also needed is low-cost efficient 

thermal storage. Present methods use 

water or rocks and the latent heat of 

fusion of some salts. As mentioned 

above, a critical need is to develop 

low T air conditioning systems. Ab-

sorption and mechanical systems are 

being considered. 

Economic studies by Lof and Ty-

bout (ref. 17) have indicated that 

solar heating is less expensive than 

electrical heating anywhere in the 

U.S., but is not competitive with gas  

or oil in most places. If solar air 

conditioning systems can be developed, 

however, the picture should change. 

For example, it is estimated that it 

costs $312/yr for fuel to heat and 

cool the average house. These fuel 

costs could pay for a $3000 solar 

heating/cooling system mortgaged over 

15 years. With the increase in fuel 

costs, the solar systems will become 

even more economical. 

CLEAN RENEWABLE FUEL 

FROM SOLAR ENERGY 

At the present time gas and oil 

supply nearly 75% of all the nation's 

energy sources. The U.S. is rapidly 

running out of domestic supplies of 

gas and oil. Figure 17 shows several 

processes for producing fuel from 

solar energy: 

Electrolysis: Hydrogen can be 

produced from electrolysis 

powered from solar-generated 

electricity. 

Direct Burn: Land and water 

plants can be grown, dried and 

processed to provide fuel for 

use in present power plants in 

place of coal dust as proposed 

in the Energy Plantation Con-

cept by Szego (ref. 18). 

Conversion Systems: There are 

several systems for converting 

organics to gas or oil. These 

systems include pyrolysis, 

chemical, and biochemical con-

version. 

Pyrolysis is a destructive dis-

tillation process that heats organics 

in the absence of air. Pyrolysis has 

been investigated as a way to convert 

refuse to oil by Sonner (ref. 19). A 

present demonstration plant produces 

two barrels of oil (12,000 BTU/lb) 

from each ton of dried organics at a 

brgakeven cost of about 75 cents/ 10 

BTU. 

In the chemical process organics 

are heated under pressure in the 
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presence of water and a cover gas of 

CO. A small pilot plant demonstration 

of this system indicates that two bar-

rels of oil per ton of dried organics 

can be produced (15,000 BTU/lb) at g 

breakeven cost of about 87 cents/10 

BTU. 

Several biochemical or ferment-

ation processes have been in the U.S. 

over the past 20 years as sanitary 

plants. These systems produce methane 

which is used in the process for fuel; 

however, the plants have not been opti-

mized to produce fuel. 

Photolysis  

A process currently being funded 

by the NSF for laboratory research is 

the photolysis of water. This is a 

proposed method for getting H2 and 02 
from water and sunlight using blue-

green algae and micro-organisms. This 

process is fundamentally possible but 

must be developed to determine techni-

cal feasibility. 

As shown in figure 18, approxi-

mately 15% or 470,000 mi of U.S. land 

is presently used to produce food, and 

another 3% or 95,000 mi is kept in 

reserve as surplus land. We presently 

pay farmers nearly $2.6 billion not to 

grow crops on this surplus land. If 

this surplus land could be used to grow 

crops for fuel at the present effici-

ency rates of 1%, enough fuel could be 

produced to meet 10% of our predicted 

1985 total energy needs. If this eff-

iciency could be increased to 5%, then 

7% of our land area could supply all 

our 1985 energy needs. 

To make fuel from crops economi-

cally feasible, crops with the highest 

BTU's per acre per year must be iden-

tified or developed. Also, low-cost 

processing methods such as harvesting, 

preparation, and transportation must 

be identified. And finally, low-cost 

conversion systems for converting 

crops to gas and/or oil must be dev-

eloped. 

Assuming an average of 1500 BTU/ 

ft
2 
per day, it can be shown that one  

acre of farm land growing crops at 1% 

conversion efficiency produce 

230x10 BTU/yr. At $1/10 BTU one acre 

of land then yields $230 worth of en-

ergy. Conversion efficiencies must be 

pushed higher and harvesting and pro-

cessing costs must be kept low if 

clean fuel from solar energy is going 

to be economical. 

Several preliminary costs esti-

mates for producing fuel from organics 

indicate that such processes are close 

to being economically competitive to-

day. Present-day costs fog natural gas 

and oil range from $.50/10 BTU 

respectively. 

NATIONAL SOLAR ENERGY PROGRAM 

As shown in Table II, the National 

Science Foundation Solar Energy Program 

was begun in 1971 with a total of 1.2 

million dollars. This effort has grown 

over the last 4 years to an expected 

value of 12.2 million dollars for 1974. 

The effort is divided between the three 

major areas of electric power 

generation, heating and cooling of 

buildings and clean fuel production. The 

National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration's program invested about 

$1 million in 1973 and has about 15 

scientists working in this area. 

During the year 1972 a joint NASA/ 

NSF solar energy panel was formed to 

assess the potential of solar energy as 

a national resource. Experts in all 

areas of solar energy were pulled 

together to come up with recommended 

development plans for the selected 

solar energy systems. The panel report 

was published in late 1972. 

The objective of the present NASA 

and NSF solar energy programs is to 

develop practical, economical and soci-

ally acceptable systems utilizing solar 

energy for the generation of electricity, 

heating and cooling of buildings, and the 

production of clean fuels. 

Figure 19 shows the possible mile-

stones that could result from the 

solar energy program. The upper arrows 
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indicate the systems developed under 

government funds while those at the 

bottom show potential industry takeover. 

As indicated in the NASA/NSF Solar En-

ergy Report, it is estimated that solar 

energy, if developed vigorously, could 

supply up to 50% of the total U.S. en-

ergy required in 2020. 

The total U.S. energy research and 

technology funding as shown in Figure 20 

has increased from about $300 million in 

1970 to just over $500 million in 1973. 

This funding has been divided mainly be-

tween nuclear and coal, with nuclear 

receiving the most, followed by coal, 

and with a small amount for solar. It is 

interesting to note the U.S. spends 

about $100 billion a year for energy and 

that $500 million for research and 

technology represents only 0.5% of our 

total energy bill. With as little as a 

0.5% increase in our energy costs, we 

could double our nation's research 

efforts on energy. This would allow 

adequate investigation and development 

of alternate sources with potential, 

such as solar. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1. Solar energy is a nondepleting 

energy source that is abundant, clean 

and safe. 

2. Solar energy can be used to 

supply all our energy needs such as 

generation of electricity, heating and 

cooling of buildings, and production 

of clean fuel. 

3. Development of technology and 

systems utilizing solar energy will 

make us less dependent on foreign nat-

ions. It will also help our balance of 

payments by reducing fuel imports and 

providing an exportable technology that 

can help other countries. 

4. Solar energy appears to offer 

much potential as a major energy source 

to help meet our nation's energy needs. 

It is an area that has been inadequately 

funded and should receive increased 

support. 

See pages 40-50 for tables I & II and figures 1-21 
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NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Dr. Bruce H. Van Domelen 

Western Interstate Nuclear Board 

There are many ways in which nu-

clear energy can contribute to the sol-

ution of the energy problems which lie 

ahead, both in New Mexico and in the 

nation as a whole. Some of these are in 

use today, while others are being 

studied with an eye toward the future. 

Today, we will discuss in some depth 

the most significant use of nuclear 

energy; namely, the generation of el-

ectricity from the present generation 

of nuclear fission reactors. We will 

emphasize the nuclear fuel cycle, the 

points of that fuel cycle of greatest 

interest to New Mexico, and comparison 

of nuclear and fossil fuel power 

plants. We will also discuss, although 

more briefly, the possibility and the 

status of nuclear energy from the 

breeder reactor and the fusion reactor, 

as well as the use of nuclear 

explosives to produce natural gas and 

oil from oil shale. 

FISSION POWER AND THE 

NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE 

The most important use today of 

nuclear energy in the United States is 

for the production of electrical energy 

through the use of the fission process 

in nuclear reactors and this is the 

area we will now cover. 

The first, and 

you a schematic of 

cycle. As you see, 

mined, then passed 

it is concentrated 

"yellowcake" which 

oxide (U3O8). 

The yellowcake 

plants where it is 

converted into a ga 

hexafluoride. 

The uranium 
hexafluoride is then  

shipped to one of the three Atomic 

Energy Commission plants in Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee; Paducah, Kentucky, or Ports-

mouth, Ohio, where it undergoes a pro-

cess known as enrichment. In normal 

uranium the fissionable isotope, U 235, 

is present to an extent of only 3/4 of 

1%. However, for use in modern light-

water reactors or gas-cool reactors, the 

fuel must be enriched to contain 2-4% of 

the isotope U 235 in the light-water 

reactors and over 90% for use in the 

gas-cooled reactor. This enrichment is 

accomplished in plants known as dif-

fusion plants. 

After the uranium is enriched, it 

is then shipped to fuel fabricating 

plants where it is reduced to uranium-

oxide; in this case UO2, and made into 

fuel elements. These fuel elements 

consist of bundles of zirconium tubes. 

Typically, these tubes are approxi-

mately 1/2 inch in diameter and 10 to 

12 feet long. They are filled with 

pellets of UO2 about an inch long. 

After assembly, these fuel rods are 

shipped to a nuclear reactor site where 

they are placed in the reactor and used 

to generate electricity. 

Once a year the reactor is shut 

down and approximately 1/4 of the parti-

ally-depleted fuel rods are unloaded. 

These are highly radioactive; but after 

a suitable cooling period at the reactor 

site, they are shipped in large casts to 

a reprocessing plant. There, a by-

product, plutonium is separated from the 

uranium as are the fission products 

which are the main source of the 

radioactivity. The remaining uranium is 

then re-enriched, either with highly-

pure U 235 or with the by-product 

plutonium, and goes back through the 

cycle again--through the fuel fabri-

cation, into the reactor, etc. The 

highly radio-reactive fission products, 
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the waste materials, are stored at the 

reprocessing plant for up to ten years 

and then will be disposed of in a Fed-

eral repository. We will discuss this 

in more detail shortly. 

It is of interest to note at this 

time, New Mexico is involved in both 

the beginning and the end of the fuel 

cycle; the beginning through the mines 

and the mills, which are located in 

New Mexico producing yellowcake, the 

end through the feasibility studies 

which are now being done by the Atomic 

Energy Commission at Carlsbad, to see 

if it is a suitable site for a waste-

management pilot plant. 

POINTS OF INTEREST TO NEW MEXICO 

We shall now discuss those points 

of greatest importance to New Mexico; 

namely, the mining and milling, the 

waste management, the enrichment pro-

cess, and the possibility of nuclear 

power in New Mexico. 

Mining and Milling  

The area of mining and milling is 

currently of great importance to New 

Mexico. It is also an interesting sub-

ject which will be discussed with you 

tomorrow by Mr. David Fitch. Today, I 

shall merely highlight this area for 

you. 

New Mexico has consistenly re-

mained the nation's greatest producer 

of uranium, producing thus far well 

over half this nation's supply of uran-

ium. Although this year, Wyoming out-

ranked New Mexico in exploration, New 

Mexico again ranked first, both in the 

production of ore and in the production 

of yellowcake. In the area of explo-

ration, Wyoming accounted for 43% of 

the total footage drilled while New 

Mexico accounted for 23%. In the pro-

duction of ore, New Mexico produced 41% 

versus Wyoming's 33%; and in the 

production of yellowcake New Mexico 

accounted for 43% versus Wyoming's 25%. 

As you can see, these two states alone 

account for about two-thirds of the 

total mining and milling in the United 

States. 

Waste Disposal  

Next in importance and possibly of 

greatest interest is the consideration 

of salt beds east of Carlsbad for a 

waste-management pilot plant. Basically, 

the problem is this, there are nuclear 

power plants currently producing 

depleted fuel from which, after 

reprocessing, waste fissionable mater-

ials remain. The amount of this waste 

will increase as more nuclear power 

plants come on line. 

If one agrees that nuclear power 

is necessary to help solve the energy 

crisis, then one must find a means to 

isolate these wastes from the biosphere 

for thousands of years. Most people 

agree that there should be a single 

depository for these wastes rather than 

many scattered across the country. To 

develop such a depository, the AEC in 

1961 began investigating the possibility 

of burying wastes in a bedded salt 

deposit near Lyons, Kansas. About 2 

years ago, the Lyons project was term-

inated for both technical and political 

reasons. This left the nation with a 

problem--what to do with the first 

wastes which would be scheduled for 

burial in the early 1980's? 

The AEC assessed this problem and 

last spring proposed a policy which 

would take care of the immediate wastes 

on a temporary basis (storage) while 

providing adequate time, possibly as 

long as 50 years, to evaluate and select 

a permanent means of caring for the 

wastes (disposal). The Atlantic Rich-

field Company at Hanford, Washington is 

studying possible storage concepts. I'll 

describe two of these for you. 

The first is called Retrievable 

Surface Storage. The waste will arrive 

in canisters about a foot in diameter 

and ten feet long. These will be stored 

in concrete vats of water located at or 

just below ground level. The circulated 

water will remove the generated heat 

which initially is about 5 kilowatts 

per canister. A few canisters 
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will arrive in 1983. This rate will 

rise to about 1000 per year by 1990 and 

3000 per year by the year 2000. If a 

permanent disposal method has been 

established, the canisters will be re-

moved and placed in the disposal site. 

Another storage technology that I 

shall call the Gun Barrel technique has 

only recently been proposed. Steel 

cylinders about 4 feet in diameter and 

roughly 15 feet in length would have a 

centerhole large enough to accept a 

canister. These gun barrels would be 

capped and sealed and then stored on 

racks in an open, dry, isolated locat-

ion such as the Nevada Test Site. This 

concept is attractive from several 

points of view: power failures, earth-

quakes, maintenance, etc., become triv-

ial concerns. In fact, even extreme 

accidents such as a 747 crashing into a 

mass of steel gun barrels doesn't 

really upset anyone. 

These and other storage alternat-

ives are now being considered. By the 

late 70's one will be selected, a site 

chosen, and construction commenced. 

Meanwhile, the permanent disposal tech-

niques will still be under evaluation. 

This responsibility falls upon Battelle 

Northwest at Hanford. They are compar-

ing a number of alternatives and will 

report initially on their studies this 

fall. One can expect that this report 

will delete some alternatives from fur-

ther consideration. One can also expect 

that other alternatives will be 

recommended for further, more detailed 

evaluation. In addition, one or two 

alternatives, such as domed salt, will 

be recommended for preliminary experi-

mental investigation; and the bedded 

salt disposal will be recommended for 

immediate experimental evaluation. 

Carlsbad is one of several bedded salt 

sites, including some in Kansas, being 

evaluated as potential disposal sites. 

If one of these meets the necessary 

criteria, an experimental or pilot 

plant will be proposed. In-this con-

cept, a cavern is carved into the salt 

bed, holes to receive the canisters are 

drilled into the floor of the-cavern, 

the canisters are inserted, and  

the cavern is backfilled with salt. 

During the experimental phase, the holes 

will be lined with steel cases so that 

the canisters can be retrieved if ex-

perimental results show that this tech-

nique is not feasible. 

At the present time, the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory has the technical 

responsibility for bedded salt disposal 

and is carrying out some exploratory 

drilling and seismic studies of the 

Carlsbad site. If all results are fav-

orable, construction of the experi-

mental pilot plant would begin about 

1975. At the earliest, it would be 

about 1983 before any canisters are 

stored. I would guess that at least 

another five to ten years would be re-

quired before this technique could be 

judged safe for permanent disposal. In 

other words, if everything proves out, 

it would be about 1990 before any perm-

anent disposal could be authorized for 

the Carlsbad location. 

The waste management problem is not 

only a national problem, but also a 

regional and state problem since it 

affects the energy supply of every state 

in the nation, either directly or 

indirectly. I believe if a state, like 

ours, has a site which may safely solve 

this problem, then we have an obligation 

to at least evaluate the possibility. 

Conversely, we must also have the right 

to participate in the evaluation and 

decision process; so that we, the citi-

zens of New Mexico, are assured that a 

complete and satisfactory evaluation has 

been made. The AEC recognizes that this 

participation is not only desirable but 

necessary; and they have made every 

effort to encourage the participation of 

the western region and, in particular, 

the State of New Mexico. 

On a regional basis, the Western 

Interstate Nuclear Board (WINB) is 

keeping informed of AEC actions and 

advising the AEC to pursue studies and 

alternatives which WINB believes are 

in the interest of the western states. 

Yesterday, at its annual meeting, the 

WINB passed a resolution-which will be 

sent to the western governors, the 
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Western Congressional Delegation, and 

the AEC. If we skip all of the where-

as's, it essentially recommends: (1) 

the approval of the AEC.policy of 

fully-retrievable interim storage, with 

continuing research and development to 

pick the best method of alternate dis-

posal; (2) support of a pilot plant 

project in bedded salt after careful 

evaluation and study of alternative 

sites to select the best potential 

site; (3) continued study and R&D on 

alternate methods of disposal oriented 

towards providing viable alternatives 

to bedded salt disposal, and (4) en-

couragement to the AEC, with an offer 

of WINB's assistance, in attempting to 

develop meaningful forms of public 

participation and education in the 

second and third items above. 

The WINB also officially supports 

Governor King's Technical Excellence 

Committee (G-TEC) which Governor King 

has asked to work with the AEC in order 

to see that "The Committee ensures that 

all facets of the problem have been 

studied and resolved by the best talent 

that can be brought to bear upon such 

problems as: environmental impacts, 

safety, the matter of transportation, 

etc. Second, the Committee establishes 

procedures, whereby, all persons who 

feel the need to express opinions and 

offer suggestions are given an opport-

unity to do so, and that the channels 

of communication are known and readily 

available to the public. Third, that 

the procedures include a method by 

which the public can be kept informed 

on an interim basis as to the problems 

being examined and the proposed solu-

tions to whatever degree the Committee 

deems necessary. The term "public" 

should be interpreted in its broadest 

terms. 

"As a general conclusion I think 

the Committee can operate under the 

principle that the State of New Mexico 

is one of the most logical locations 

for the national repository; that the 

repository be located in the state only 

when we can be reasonably assured as to 

the safety of the operation and that 

the methods have been devised to mini-  

mize the impact upon the environment in 

both the short- and long-range prob-

lems." The G-TEC consists of Gerald 

Thomas, Stirling Colgate, Ferrel Heady, 

Morgan Sparks, Robert Rowden, Louie 

Rosen, and Sam Donnelly. The G-TEC will 

have a subcommittee to carry out the 

technical evaluations. The tentative 

chairman of this subcommittee is Dr. 

Gale Billings of New Mexico Tech. Gale 

was involved in the technical 

evaluation of the Lyons, Kansas site 

and, in my opinion, is an excellent 

choice for this responsibility. 

In summary, the Carlsbad site is 

one of several being evaluated for 

possible location of an experimental 

pilot plant. If selected, the pilot 

plant construction would begin in the 

late 70's. Retrievable canisters 

would first be stored about 1983; and 

if the evaluations are acceptable to 

all parties concerned and better than 

any evaluated alternatives, permanent 

disposal might begin by 1990. 

Enrichment Plants 

Another point related to fission 

reactors and of some, but lesser, im-

portance to New Mexico is the location 

of an enrichment plant in the western 

states. AEC predictions indicate that 

another enrichment plant is desirable 

by about 1982 and that the logical lo-

cation for such a plant is in the west-

ern region. Because of the time frame 

required for financing, construction, 

etc., decisions must be made within the 

next one to two years as to the feasi-

bility of private industry building 

these plants and where they will be 

located. The plants themselves are 

clean, non-polluting, and safe. The 

problem, of course, comes with pro-

viding the 2500 megawatts of power 

needed to run the plants. Whether this 

is best done by an electrical gener-

ating plant in conjunction with the 

enrichment plant or whether it is best 

done by transmitting the power from 

somewhere else is hard to say. Again, 

it depends on many tradeoffs. A number 

of companies are now cooperating with 

the AEC in studies on the costs, feasi- 
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bility, etc., of plants of this type; 

and I personally expect that some time 

within the next two to three years con-

struction of such a plant will start. 

These plants are diffusion plants as 

opposed to the gas-centrifuge plants 

being considered in Europe. 

The gas-centrifuge approach in 

Europe is at the pilot plant stage. 

The main advantage of this technology 

is that much less power is required, 

about a factor of 10. The capital 

costs and maintenance costs, however, 

are somewhat higher than for gaseous 

diffusion. The main technical problem 

appears to be in the expected life of 

the rotors which are required to ope-

rate at speeds of 100,000 rpm or more. 

Because of the time scales involved 

and the experience already available 

for diffusion plants, it's highly un-

likely that gas centrifuges will be 

considered for the next enrichment 

plant in the United States. However, 

it is likely that a western state will 

be considered for the location of the 

next enrichment plant; Alaska and Wyo-

ming have already been formally ap-

proached by companies interested in 

establishing enrichment plants in 

these states. 

Nuclear Power for New Mexico 

The last point, which I am sure is 

of interest to all of you, is whether 

a nuclear power station will or should 

be built in the State of New Mexico. 

This is a question which has no simple 

answer because it is up to the people 

of the state to determine where their 

priorities are. The question of a 

nuclear reactor versus a fossil fuel 

plant is one which needs to be decided 

on an individual basis. 

This leads us into the next topic 

of the discussion, the comparison of 

the nuclear and fossil fuel plants. 

Based upon this discussion, you your-

selves should consider whether you 

desire fossil or nuclear power for New 

Mexico. 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 

OF NUCLEAR POWER 

There are three clear-cut advant-

ages which a nuclear power station has 

over a fossil fuel station. First, 

there is no pollution, or at least 

there is little emitted from the plant 

itself. There is some small amount of 

radiation, about 1/20 of the natural 

background; but this is hardly measur-

able beyond the plant boundaries. 

Second, the fuel cost is less than 

1/2 that for a fossil fuel plant; and 

the availability of nuclear fuel ap-

pears to be much greater than that for 

fossil plants. I am sure you are aware 

of the potential natural gas shortage, 

the shortage of fuel oils, and the 

difficulty of getting low sulfur fuel 

or being allowed to mine coal in those 

areas where it must be strip mined, and 

the problems of removing sulfur dioxide 

from flue gases. 

The third clear-cut advantage of 

the nuclear power station is that it 

is physically smaller than a fossil 

fuel station of the same capacity, and 

therefore can be designed to be more 

environmentally compatible with its 

surroundings. 

There are also three clear-cut 

disadvantages of a nuclear power station. 

First, the capital costs are about 20% 

higher than that for a comparable fossil 

fuel plant. This gives rise to a tradeoff 

between nuclear and fossil fuel plants. 

When the particular site chosen places 

predominant consideration on capital 

costs, fossil fuel plants are preferred; 

and conversely, when the location places 

preference on fuel costs, the nuclear 

plant is preferred. 

Second, at least at the present 

time, the nuclear industry is having 

difficulty in meeting schedules, and 

nuclear power stations are running two 

or three years behind scheduled com-

pletion dates. Fossil stations are 

also running behind schedule, but can 
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be brought on line about 3 years 

sooner than the nuclear plants. 

Although there has been considerable 

environmental concern expressed about 

nuclear power stations, so far 

interventions have not been the major 

factor in the delay of the stations, 

at least with most of them. 

Third, because of the lower effic-

iency of the thermal cycle in a nuclear 

reactor, a greater supply of cooling 

water, almost 50% more, is required 

than for a fossil station. This is an 

important consideration for many of the 

western states. However, one case where 

this is not true is the high-

temperature, gas-cooled reactor. Here, 

efficiencies equivalent to that of 

fossil-fired stations can be obtained. 

A plant of this type is going on line 

sometime late this year in the State of 

Colorado, the Fort St. Vrain Plant. 

Operating experience from this will 

contribute significantly to the know-

ledge of these plants. Four others have 

been sold, but the starting dates are 

quite a ways off in the future. This 

type of station will be particularly 

attractive for the West since it will 

require no more cooling water than a 

comparable fossil station. 

Thus, the advantages of nuclear 

are negligible pollution, low fuel 

costs, and stations compatible with 

their surroundings. The disadvantages 

are: higher capital costs, longer 

construction schedules, and the need 

for more cooling water. 

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE 

There is however another problem, 

public acceptance. Although this 

applies to both fossil and nuclear 

plants, it seems to have focused more 

strongly on the nuclear plants. Since 

these issues relate to the acceptance 

of nuclear stations, they should be 

mentioned, as well as some of the 

similar issues related to the fossil 

stations. 

The first issue was the public's 

fear of low-level radiation from nuclear 

plants. This no longer seems to be an 

issue because the public has become 

educated in this area and existing 

technology has allowed the radiation 

levels to be decreased a hundredfold. 

The average radiation dose to an indiv-

idual from all nuclear power plants is 

about half a millirem per year. By 

comparison, that from natural background 

is about 140 and that from medical 

diagnosis is about 90. The comparable 

fossil issue is, of course, air 

pollution. 

Thermal Pollution 

Then, for awhile, the issue was 

thermal pollution or the fear that the 

temperatures of rivers and lakes would 

be raised so high that there would be 

damage to the ecology. This issue has 

been pretty well resolved through the 

use of cooling towers and the use of 

man-made lakes and canals where the 

cooling water is recirculated. It's 

interesting to note that, at the time 

this was an issue, the thermal poll-

ution from fossil stations was about 30 

times that from nuclear stations; yet 

this never became a public issue. 

Safety  

At the present time the main issue 

is safety--are nuclear plants safe 

enough? This is an extremely difficult 

question to deal with because we are 

faced with a situation where the prob-

abilities of a really serious accident, 

which would pose a threat to the 

public, appear to be very small; but 

the consequences of such an accident, 

remote though it is, could be very 

large. The question is--how safe is 

safe enough? So far, an answer has not 

been determined. 

Waste Disposal  

People are also concerned over the 

problem of long-term storage of the 

5 7  
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highly-radioactive wastes resulting from 

the fission process. As we discussed, 

these must be isolated from the 

biosphere for thousands of years, and 

the method for doing this has not yet 

been chosen. There are a number of 

alternatives which are being studied 

besides storage in bedded salt: burial 

in polar ice fields, deep underground 

storage (10,000'), storage in shale or 

granite, sending the wastes into space, 

and chemical separation of the more 

dangerous isotopes followed by nuclear 

transmutation to relatively safe iso-

topes. 

The policy of the AEC has been de-

signed to provide time to select the 

best method for final disposal. In order 

to do this, interim storage facilities 

are being considered which will 

accommodate the wastes produced in the 

commercial reactor until the final 

disposal method is fully evaluated and 

tested. These wastes in the interim 

storage facility will be fully retriev-

able and carefully monitored. 

Transportation  

Finally, another issue is the 

transportation of radioactive materials 

during the various steps in the nuclear 

fuel cycle. This is not presently a 

strong issue because the shipping casts 

are well-developed and capable of with-

standing almost any conceivable acci-

dent. Even in the event of a materials 

release, the danger would be small and 

confined to the local area since the 

materials are not highly toxic. How-

ever, this issue becomes of more im-

portance with the advent of the fast 

breeder reactor, discussed later, since 

this involves the handling and shipping 

of large amounts of plutonium. This 

isotope, ingested in the body, is a 

deadly poison because of the alpha 

radiation it emits. In addition, only a 

few pounds are needed to make an atomic 

bomb. Because there will be large 

amounts of plutonium formed in the fast 

breeder reactors, the problems 

associated with it are large and are 

the subject of intensive study in the 

AEC, the nuclear industry, and state  

government. The WINB has established a 

committee to address this problem on 

a regional basis for the western states. 

FUTURE FISSION 

CONCEPTS Nuplexes  

Let us now discuss a couple of 

projects which are being considered 

in conjunction with fission reactors. 

The first of these is the nuplex. 

This is an industrial site which is 

designed around a nuclear reactor. 

One of its chief purposes is to use 

the 2/3 of the heat which is not 

converted to electricity and rejected 

from the reactor. Now, it's difficult 

to do this because it usually is a 

very low-grade heat. It comes in the 

form of water which is only 15 to 20 

degrees above that in the river, 

lake, or ocean which is being used to 

cool the reactor. However, studies 

have been done on the use of this 

water for agricultural purposes, and 

there appears to be promise for the 

future. Studies in Oregon, sponsored 

by the Eugene Electric Water Board, 

have shown that, for many crops, the 

planting season can be advanced 

several weeks and the growing season 

can be extended a couple of weeks by 

the use of warm water for irrigation; 

and in addition, the growing rates of 

the plants are higher. This heated 

water can also be used to raise fish, 

clams, and lobsters at a faster rate. 

In other words, the heated water, if 

controlled and if used properly, may 

turn out to be a benefit rather than 

a a hazard to the ecology as is now 

assumed. 

Power Parks 

Another concept which has been 

considered is power parks. This is a 

number of reactors located in the same 

area and having their own fuel-fabri-

cating facilities, reprocessing plants, 

and low-level waste disposal sites. By 

the days of the breeder economy, these 

power parks could be essentially self-

contained if they also have their own 

high-level radioactive waste disposal 
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mechanisms on site. The desirability 

of this is that it would alleviate 

potential safety problems caused by 

the shipment of high-level radioactive 

wastes around the country. 

FUTURE NUCLEAR ENERGY SOURCES 

The Breeder Reactor 

What about other future forms of 

nuclear energy? The major thrust at the 

moment by the utilities, the Atomic 

Energy Commission, and the nuclear 

industry is toward the development of 

the liquid-metal fast-breeder reactor 

of LMFBR. A prototype which will pro-

duce some 500 megawatts of electricity 

will be constructed in the South on 

land owned by the Tennessee Valley 

Authority and should be ready for 

operation in the early 80's. 

There are two major advantages of 

this type of reactor. One is that be-

cause of the use of liquid metal sod-

ium, which provides high-operating 

temperatures, the efficiency will 

approach that of modern fossil-fueled 

power stations, about 40%. Second, and 

perhaps most important, is that the 

LMFBR will produce, through a nuclear 

process called breeding, more 

fissionable material than it burns up 

in producing power. This can be ac-

complished because, in the process of 

fission when the uranium atom splits, 

it produces 2-1/2 neutrons. One neutron 

is needed to continue the chain 

reaction, that is, the fission of 

another nucleus of uranium. This leaves 

1-1/2 neutrons which can be used for 

other purposes. By proper design of the 

reactor, these other neutrons can be 

absorbed in the plentiful isotopes of 

uranium 238 or thorium 232 which then 

become the fissionable isotopes of 

plutonium 239 or uranium 233. These can 

then be used as a fuel for nuclear 

reactors. This is a great example of 

"lifting yourself up by your own boot 

straps." 

The Fusion Reactor  

Another development, and one of the 

greatest hopes for the future at this 

time is the use of fusion reactors. 

These have a tremendous potential ad-

vantage; for their fuel is heavy water 

(deterium) and there is enough of this 

in the oceans to meet power needs, lit-

erally forever. However, despite this 

potential, one must recall statements 

first made by the nuclear industry over 

20 years ago. At that time the use of 

fission reactors was going to solve the 

problems of the world, unlimited energy, 

very cheap, no problems--everything 

looked rosy. Today, that promise may 

still be true, particularly if the fast-

breeder reactor develops according to 

schedule; but nonetheless the industry 

is still faced with very real problems. 

There have been many of those engineer-

ing details, with which we are familiar, 

which have raised their heads from time 

to time. There have been great problems 

with public acceptance. Costs are much 

higher than were expected, and time 

scales are much longer. All in all, even 

though the promise is still there and 

will probably be fulfilled, the road has 

been difficult. 

If one looks at fusion energy from 

the same point of view, we are not today 

where fission energy was in 1942. In 

other words, there has been no Chicago 

pile. Although the mathematics and the 

physics, and indeed the existence of the 

hydrogen bomb itself indicate that fusion 

power is theoretically attainable, no one 

has been able to produce this in 

practice. So far no one has produced a 

fusion reaction in the laboratory in 

which more energy is emitted than is 

required to cause the reaction to take 

place. Even assuming it proves feasible 

and the principle can be demonstrated, 

there will be many difficult years of 

engineering before a power-producing 

reactor can be put on the market. There 

are technical problems which have not as 

yet been seriously tackled. There may be 

others that are unknown. Materials will 

be required which will have to operate at 

very high temperatures and under an 

intense neutron bombardment. These are 

problems that will require considerable 

time to solve. 

In the March issue of "Physics 

Today," Richard F. Post, Leader of the 
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Controlled Fusion Research Division of 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, stated 

that, without a fusion program comp-

arable to the NASA space effort of the 

60's, the earliest that fission re-

actors could be expected is the year 

2000. 

I don't mean to sound pessimistic; 

for fusion power is the most promising 

energy source. The point is that it is 

premature to count upon fusion to solve 

our energy problems until the beginning 

of the next century. In the meantime 

other energy sources must be developed 

and brought on line. 

Natural Gas Stimulation 

Another use of nuclear energy is 

the Plowshare experiments to stimulate 

natural gas flow from impervious for-

mations by use of nuclear explosives. 

This has been demonstrated to be tech-

nically feasible; but again, society 

must ask itself--are we willing to pay 

the price? Are the citizens of New 

Mexico, Colorado, and Wyoming willing 

to have hundreds, perhaps thousands of 

nuclear detonations fired in their 

states in order to provide natural gas 

for the nation? As far as one can tell 

today, there are few, if any, safety 

problems. Presumably, administrative 

systems can be set up to handle damage 

claims for seismic effects. However, 

many citizens in Colorado and in other 

western states are still concerned 

about the long-range future. They 

remember the problems with the uranium 

tailings in Grand Junction, the fire at 

the Rocky Flats Plant, etc. So, even 

though these technologies are feasible 

and may be economically justifiable, 

there will be serious problems with 

social acceptance. 

Another question which the WINB 

has attempted to approach in its tech-

nology assessment of the Plowshare 

program, done with financial support 

from the National Science Foundation, 

is whether there is actually a net 

gain in energy from the use of nuclear 

devices to stimulate natural gas. 

There is little question but that  

there is an increase in the amount of 

natural gas which can be produced. On 

the other hand, if the plutonium or 

uranium used in the nuclear explosives 

were instead used in reactors to gen-

erate electric power, there would be 

considerable energy produced there, 

too. Which is the greatest, the energy 

from the explosives or the energy from 

the natural gas produced? 

Unfortunately, due to national security 

restrictions, we cannot answer this 

question because the answer depends 

upon the efficiency of the nuclear 

device which is classified. 

However, you can gain some insight 

by assuming certain efficiencies. If 

you assume it to be 100% efficient; in 

other words, all the fissionable mater-

ial in the device is converted to ex-

plosive energy, calculations indicate 

there would be an increase in total 

energy of some 26 times. The amount of 

this increase of course becomes less as 

the efficiency of the nuclear device 

becomes less. The crossover point, the 

point at which the energy available 

from the amount of fissionable material 

in the device is equal to the amount of 

energy available in the natural gas 

produced, occurs at something like 20% 

efficiency. 

ENERGY POLICIES 

Remember, earlier in the discussion 

we asked if New Mexico would have nuclear 

power. As you can see the question is 

easy, the answer is difficult. Even in 

just the nuclear area, there are complex 

tradeoffs between nuclear vs. fossil, and 

even nuclear vs. nuclear. When one adds 

to this all the other possible energy 

sources, the problem of finding the right 

answers becomes staggering. However, 

these answers must be found, and the 

means of doing this is the establishment 

of energy policies. These policies must 

consider the technical, economical, 

social, environmental, and political 

factors that are involved. You'll gain 

considerable weight into the difficulty 

of this problem tomorrow when Frank 

DiLuzio discusses the process of evolving 

an energy policy 

for New Mexico. 



 

OIL AND GAS ENERGY AND ITS IMPACT ON NEW MEXICO 

William J. LeMay 

Consulting Geologist 

Historically, New Mexico has been 

a net exporter of energy. Among all 50 

states, New Mexico ranks 6th in prod-

uction of crude oil, 4th in production 

of natural gas, and 3rd in production 

of natural gas liquids. With such high 

national rankings and with a population 

of slightly over 1 million people, it 

is obvious why our state is a net ex-

porter of oil and gas energy. 

This enviable position benefits 

our state in many ways--mainly in our 

state treasury. New Mexico's oil and 

gas industry is the greatest single 

source of revenue for the state. Oil 

and gas receipts rank 3rd behind gross 

receipts taxes and state income taxes, 

in the State's General Fund revenues, 

the majority of which is spent for ed-

ucational purposes. Approximately 95% 

of our State's Permanent Fund can be 

traced to revenue derived from oil and 

gas, and total petroleum industry taxes 

and other oil and gas revenues amounted 

to over $100 million in 1971. The pet-

roleum industry employed over 15,000 

people in 1971. It is obvious that oil 

and gas plays a critical part in New 

Mexico's economy. 

Will our valuable petroleum re-

serves dry up tomorrow? Hardly. With-

out new oil and gas discoveries, how-

ever, our reserves and producing cap-

acity will be insignificant within 10 

years. It is a fact that New Mexico, 

as well as most oil and gas producing 

states in this nation, are producing 

more crude oil and natural gas than 

they are finding. This, combined with 

projected increases in demand, con-

stitutes what is commonly referred to 

as the "Energy Crisis". It is also 

true that the 1960's saw a progressive 

decline in the number of wells drilled 

in the nation as a whole as well as in 

New Mexico. You cannot find oil and  

gas without spending the money to drill 

for it. Consequently, it is natural that 

our net reserves have decreased over the 

past 10 years. In my opinion, the 

following factors have accounted for this 

decline in New Mexico's petroleum 

reserves: 

1. The more obvious oil and gas 

fields were discovered early. 

Most of the lucrative Devonian 

structures in southeast New 

Mexico were defined by the 

seismograph and drilled in the 

1950's. By the early 1960's 

well density in the northwest 

and southeast producing areas 

of the state was sufficient to 

classify these areas as mature 

petroleum provinces, producing 

a psychological impediment to 

extensive exploration. 

2. Unrealistic governmental 

policy has reduced incentives 

for direct investment in oil 

and gas. Product price has 

not kept pace with inflation 

and tax incentives have been 

reduced by Congress. 

3. The petroleum industry has not 

found commercial oil and gas in 

virgin basins. Discoveries are 

still confined to the state's 

two old producing areas, the 

northwest and the southeast. 

One may place greater or lesser emphasis 

on any one of the three points but all 

have contributed to the decline in 

drilling and the reduction of reserves. 

Signs of optimism have emerged on 

the horizon during 1972 which will effect 

the New Mexico oil and gas picture. 

Prices paid to producers for natural gas 

have increased and by all projections, 

6 1  
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should increase further in the future. 

The American public is cognizant of our 

energy shortages and this should produce 

a friendlier climate in Washington to-

ward legislation effecting oil and gas 

interests. This optimism has been 

translated into increased drilling, re-

versing the downward cycle of the past 

decade. Very tangible results have 

emerged being an increase in the state's 

natural gas reserves at higher well-head 

prices. Two exploration "plays" in 

southeast New Mexico serve as examples 

for renewed optimism. 

Queen Gas Play: In southeast Chaves 

County, New Mexico, approximately 35 

miles southeast of Roswell, in an area 

of approximately 450 square miles, I 

have estimated a recoverable gas reserve 

in the Queen Formation of approximately 

130 billion cubic feet. This reserve 

occurs in stratigraphic traps at depths 

ranging from 1600 to 3300 feet Only 

recently has this gas become commercial 

because of increased product price. The 

gas is poor in quality (low BTU) having 

a heating value of approximately one-

half that of average gas. Dry holes have 

been and will be drilled in developing 

this reserve because of erratic changes 

in the Queen sand reservoir. Numerous 

independents are currently active in 

this play and I would anticipate 

continued future acceleration of 

drilling activity. The Queen gas play is 

a classic example of natural gas energy 

which could not be economically 

exploited until the price structure made 

it profitable to do so. 

Lower Pennsylvanian Sand Play: 

Without a doubt, the hottest play in New 

Mexico is the search for Lower Pennsyl-

vanian age gas sands in Eddy, Lea and 

Chaves Counties. It is no coincidence 

that over 300 billion cubic feet of gas 

reserves have been discovered in Lower 

Pennsylvanian sandstones in 1972, a year 

which saw the well-head price of newly 

discovered natural gas roughly double. 

Prior to January 1, 1972 these sands had 

produced less than one-half trillion 

cubic feet of gas with remaining reserves 

of approximately 200 billion cubic feet. 

I have estimated that within the past  

year, remaining reserves from these 

sands have more than doubled and the 

play is just starting. Tempted by high 

prices and a very favorable success 

ratio, operators are risking up to a 

million dollars per well to explore for 

gas in these discontinuous and erratic 

reservoirs. The sands were deposited in 

ancient stream channels, flood plains 

and deltas, and have been subjected to 

extensive modification since deposition 

and burial. Thus, their predictability 

is poor, even within distances as short 

as half a mile. Because the Lower Penn-

sylvanian interval (Atoka and Morrow in 

age) usually contains 3 or more 10-foot 

thick sands, the chances of finding 

commercial gas in at least one of these 

sands is about 1 in 4--an exceptionally 

low risk factor for this business. 

I would predict that approximately 4 

trillion cubic feet of additional gas 

reserve will be discovered in the next 10 

years from Lower Pennsylvanian sands. 

This is approximately 1/3 of New Mexico's 

current total reserve of natural gas. It 

is about 1-1/2% of the nation's total gas 

reserve and is enough gas to supply all 

of our nation's gas needs for 64 

consecutive days. It represents over 1.5 

billion dollars in product, much of which 

would be deposited in the state's 

treasury in the form of taxes and roy-

alty. The state is already benefiting by 

the increased price companies must pay to 

successfully purchase state leases at the 

competitive state land sales held each 

month. There are additional benefits to 

local economies such as in Carlsbad where 

merchants and service contractors are 

experiencing increased business generated 

by the recent development of the South 

Carlsbad gas field. 

The above are examples of tangible 

reasons for optimism in our search for 

new supplies of natural gas. I believe 

similar examples of oil will be forth-

coming if the well-head price of oil is 

allowed to rise in the marketplace. 

Marginal reserves will be exploited and 

new plays will develop if the in-

centives to drill are present. 

(continued) 
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My optimism is reserved for only 10 

more years in New Mexico unless 

commercial oil and/or gas is discovered 

in virgin areas. Many areas of our state 

have petroleum potential but exploration 

to date has been only superficial. 

Drilling density of one well per 30 to 

100 square miles is common in our 

state's virgin sedimentary basins. We 

need oil and gas discoveries in these 

virgin areas to sustain or increase the 

state's present petroleum prosperity 

beyond the next 10 years. State policy 

can and should incorporate incentives 

toward this end. 

New Mexico's oil and gas reserves 

are critical to our state's economy and 

important to our country's energy needs. 

We cannot afford another decade like the 

previous one. We must accelerate the 

search for hydrocarbons and that means 

drilling more wells. Even with a major  

effort there is no guarantee that our 

oil and gas will last indefinitely. In 

fact, fossil fuels are a finite 

quantity and eventually our energy 

needs must be satisfied by other 

means. When will that be? 20, 50, 100 

years? No one knows. Exotic 

alternatives to fossil fuels are still 

extremely expensive if the technology 

is available at all and the American 

consumer demands energy which is 

reasonably priced. The day of cheap 

energy is over but energy at an 

excessive price is an unattractive 

alternative. A national energy policy 

which reflects risk incentive and a 

free market product price, will go a 

long way in narrowing the energy gap 

between supply and demand for at least 

the next 20 years. The people of our 

country and particularly New Mexico 

taxpayers will be the beneficiaries of 

such a policy. 



HYDROELECTRIC POWER GENERATION IN NEW MEXICO 

J. L. Wedeward 

Bureau of Reclamation 

Rio Grande Project 

There are only a few hydroelectric 

powerplants in the state of New Mexico. 

The majority of these powerplants are 

used only for station power or are on 

standby. The powerplant at Elephant 

Butte is the only one producing power 

commercially in New Mexico. Of the 

total installed nameplate capacity in 

the state, the powerplant at Elephant 

Butte represents less than 3 percent of 

the total. 

The dam and powerplant at Elephant 

Butte were built and is operated by the 

Bureau of Reclamation. 

This project, like most hydro-

installations, is multipurpose in nature 

and meets the needs of supplemental water 

for municipal and irrigation use, 

additional electrical energy, additional 

protection from floods along the Rio 

Grande River below the dam, and recreat-

ional resources. 

A total of 20,135,930 KWH of smog-

free electrical energy was produced in 

1972. Listed on Figure 1 are the energy 

products for the powerplant for the 

years from 1942 to 1972. The highest 

output was in the calendar year 1942 

when 136,176,556 KWH was produced and 

the lowest was in calendar year 1964 

when 9,437,840 KWH was produced. 

The output of electrical energy 

from the powerplant is governed by the 

water level (acre-foot storage) in the 

reservoir. Figure 2 shows the output of 

the powerplant and kilowatt hours per 

acre-foot of water as a function of 

reservoir water level. The plant has a 

rated capacity of 24.3 KW at a reservoir 

elevation 4,347.00. The present reser-

voir elevation is approximately 4,327, 

which will generate approximately 100 

KWH of electrical energy without poll  

ution of the environment or consumption 

of nonrenewable resources for each acre-

foot of water released through the 

turbine. 

The effects of Elephant Butte Reser-

voir on the climate is small and con-

fined to the area immediately surround-

ing the reservoir. Only those areas 

within a few hundred yards of the res-

ervoir experience a change in climate 

conditions because of the reservoir's 

presence. The large body of water will 

bring a more permanent presence of 

moisture in the air immediately adjacent 

to this area and will cause generally 

cooler days and warmer nights with 

slightly higher relative humidities. 

The project has accelerated land 

development in the area. Many permanent 

residences and summer homes have been 

built along the west shore of the 

reservoir. 

The increased public use of the area 

increases the potential of erosion and 

vegetation damage. Also increased public 

use of the area increases the risk of 

fire. 

The reservoir will alter the temp-

erature of the water in the river below 

the dam. The temperature of the water is 

lowered. Visitation to the dam and 

surrounding recreational area will re-

sult in an increased noise level. Ope-

ration of the dam and powerplant are not 

a major noise source. 

A comparison of the adverse effects 

on the environment that are associated 

with a hydroelectric powerplant, a nu-

clear powerplant, and a fossil-fueled 

steam-electric powerplant is shown on 

Table 1. 
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Table 1 - Comparison of Adverse Effects annually under normal conditions. 

on Six Environmental Perimeters of Hydro, 

Nuclear, and Fossil-Fuel Powerplants The reservoir is located approxi- 

mately mid-way between the cities of 

Adverse El Paso, Texas and Albuquerque, New 

Effects Hydro Nuclear Fossil Fuel Mexico. Citizens from these two cities 

on Envir- Power Power Steam-Electric along with those from the two states 

onment Plant Plant Powerplant  come to enjoy fishing, water sports, 

Land Use yes yes 

Major River 

Regul. yes no 

Thermal 

Pollution no yes 

Air 

Pollution no yes 

Radioactive 

Waste no yes 

Consumes Natural 

Resources no yes yes 

The Rio Grande and its tributaries 

have produced a great volume of water 

in the past which contributed to bank 

erosion and flooding in areas below the 

dam site. 

The dam, which was completed in 

1916, is a 301-foot high, straight grav-

ity type structure. The crest length is 

1,162 feet and a total of 629,500 cubic 

yards of material was used in the con-

struction of it. The original capacity of 

the reservoir was 2,638,860 acre-feet of 

water, but the capacity has decreased to 

2,248,531 acre-feet in 1970. From the 

decrease in the capacity of the reservoir 

it can be seen that high sediment flows 

have been trapped in the reservoir. The 

quality of water in the river below the 

dam has been improved by the impounding 

of water-borne sediments. 

The powerplant is operated on a 

schedule governed by water releases for 

irrigation. A total of 157,000 acres of 

land is under irrigation below the dam. 

The demand for irrigation water on the 

project is about 3 acre-feet per acre  

camping and picnicing at Elephant Butte 

Reservoir. A total of approximately 1 

million people visited the reservoir 

and surrounding areas during 1972. 

The Elephant Butte powerplant and 

dam has both beneficial and adverse im-

pacts on the environment. 

The Elephant Butte Reservoir inun-

dated 41 miles of the Rio Grande River 

when filled; at the existing water level 

only about 15 miles of river. The area 

inundated by the reservoir will not be 

available for rodents and other small 

animals. Nesting places for waterfowl 

will be increased. 

The evaporation losses from the im-

poundment have been increased over what 

it was previously. On the average, 

approximately 67,400 acre-feet of water 

are lost to evaporation each year. 

Studies have been conducted to 

list the water resources in the state. 

To conduct these studies the state was 

divided into nine major areas, largely 

determined by surface topography (see 

Figure 3). The nine drainage basins 

are as follows: 

(1) Arkansas River 
(2) Southern High Plains 
(3) Pecos River 
(4) Central Closed Basins 
(5) Rio Grande 
(6) Western Closed Basins 
(7) San Juan River 
(8) Lower Colorado River 
(9) Southwest Closed Basins 

The water resources for each 

of these areas follows: 

1. Arkansas River Basin: The basin 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 

no 
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has six streams draining the area, only 

one, the Canadian River, runs year round 

and that is only in the upper reaches. 

The Canadian River and its tributaries 

drain most of the basin. The major 

portion of all the run off in this basin 

is regulated by a number of reservoirs. 

Three of these reservoirs have a usable 

capacity of 30,000 acre-feet or more. 

2. Southern High Plains: The Plains 

area has no permanent streams. A few 

streams run following thunderstorms in 

the area, but most precipitation in-

filtrates the soil and evaporates. 

3. Pecos River Basin: The Pecos 

River and its tributaries drain the 

basin. The flow of the river is err-

atic, being influenced by flood flows 

resulting from heavy rains. The surface 

water in the basin has been exper-

iencing shortages in recent years. 

4. Central Closed Basins: There is 

no place in the Central Closed Basins 

where there is a large supply of sur-

face water. The basin has no year round 

streams that reach the valley floor, 

but there are some small streams on the 

west side that run year around in the 

higher reaches. 

5. Rio Grande Basin: The Rio Grande 

Basin in which Elephant Butte Dam and 

powerplant is located has an estimated 

1,834,900 acre-feet of water available 

for use in the basin. Figure 4 shows the 

acre-feet flow into Elephant Butte 

Reservoir for years 1915 to 1972. 

Practically all the river's perennial 

tributaries are upstream of the town of 

Los Alamos, either in New Mexico or 

Colorado. Runoff is derived mainly from 

snow melt, although additional runoff is 

furnished by summer and fall rainstorms. 

In the Middle and Lower Rio Grande 

Valleys, all the runoff occurs after 

heavy rainstorms. 

6. Western Closed Basins: The 

Western Closed Basins have no permanent 

streams and none of the intermittent 

streams are named. During periods of 

heavy rains, water is impounded in sev-

eral natural lakes or flows into the  

basins below where it disappears 

into the ground or evaporates. 

7. San Juan River Basin: The San 

Juan River Basin provided the theoretical 

location for another hydro-powerplant 

until completion of Navajo Dam. This dam 

is part of the Colorado River Storage 

Project and no provision for a hydro-

powerplant was considered. The average 

annual water supply of the San Juan River 

in New Mexico has been estimated as 

2,250,000 acre-feet; of this some 

2,000,000 acre-feet flows into the state 

from Colorado and 250,000 acre-feet is 

delivered into New Mexico. 

8. Lower Colorado River Basin: The 

Lower Colorado River Basin has several 

rivers that run year around in the upper 

reaches but are dry in the lower areas. 

9. Southwestern Closed Basins: The 

Southwestern Closed Basins have only one 

stream; the Mimbres River that runs year 

around. This is only in the upper 

reaches. 

Hydroelectric power development is 

not feasible in the future, and the 

existing facilities cannot be considered 

a source of firm power. Studies of 

possible hydroelectric site locations 

within the state have been made and no 

potential for plants of any appreciable 

size has been found. 

The Albuquerque Journal Action Line 

in the March 17, 1973 edition had a 

question concerning the unharnessed 

water flowing in the Rio Grande River 

near Taos and why a hydro plant wasn't 

built to generate power for the south-

west. The answer given was as follows 

and I quote: "An extensive survey of 

the gorge at Taos was made and found in 

the early 1960's that, although at 

times there appears to be a lot of 

water going down the gorge, there is 

not enough of a constant flow to 

justify a hydroelectric dam. The flow 

fluctuates. A hydro plant would rest 

idle a half or three-fourths of the 

year. The Bureau of Reclamation 

installed a hydro plant below Elephant 

Butte and it is in operation only about 

three months of the year." 
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I don't agree with the last part of 

the statement concerning Elephant Butte 

as power could be generated year around 

at Elephant Butte powerplant and the  

water flow in the Rio Grande River 

could be controlled by the outlet 

gates at Caballo Dam. 
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COAL GASIFICATION--A NEW ALTERNATIVE 

IN CLEAN ENERGY PRODUCTION 

Joseph Byrne and Dan Cook 

Pacific Coal Gasification Co. 

Western Gasification Co. 

In the past four to five years, it 

has become apparent that natural gas 

supplies are becoming short in the United 

States. Normally, large energy users 

would have switched to other forms of 

fossil fuel, such as coal, for which the 

proven reserves are very large. However, 

the current strong public concern with 

air pollution has worked against the 

increased use of coal. In fact, many 

industries now using coal are under 

extremely heavy pressure to develop and 

improve technology for the removal of 

sulfur from their coal or their stack 

gases.  

natural gas to offset dwindling gas 

reserves in the southwest. 

WESCO, after thoroughly evaluating 

all aspects of the proposed project, 

firmly believes it to be technically 

and economically feasible, environ-

mentally sound and economically bene-

fical to the Navajo Tribe and the 

people of New Mexico. 

The facility will require a capital 

investment of more than $4OO million 

including over $40 million solely for 

environmental protection. 

 
This combination of events, a nat-

ural gas shortage plus the emphasis on 

removal of sulfur from fuels, has ac-

celerated the search for new sources of 

Substitute Natural Gas (SNG) as well as 

new supplies of Liquefied Natural Gas 

(LNG). In the long term, it is apparent 

that the vast coal energy reserves in 

the United States must be utilized. 

Coal gasification can convert these 

large coal energy reserves into a high-

BTU, clean-burning, sulfur-free fuel 

gas as noted by President Nixon in his 

recent "Energy Message". 

With this background, Western 

Gasification Company (WESCO), a joint 

venture of Pacific Coal Gasification 

Company and Transwestern Coal 

Gasification Company, initiated a 

feasibility study in late 1971 for a 

coal gasification project to be located 

in northwestern New Mexico. 

Key elements of coal gasification 

are the mining of coal and its chemical 

conversion to gas of pipeline quality. 

Output of the proposed project would be 

25O million cubic feet of substitute 

Subject to necessary approvals, 

construction would begin in 1974, with 

the plant becoming operational in 1977. 

Operation of the SNG plant and re-

lated mining activities will provide 

substantial benefits to the Navajo Tribe 

and to all the people of New Mexico. The 

project will create over 9OO steady new 

jobs with an annual payroll exceeding 

$13 million. It will generate annual tax 

revenues for the state, amounting to 

about $34 million during the first five 

years of operation. It will also provide 

continuing lease and royalty payments 

for the Navajos. 
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NUCLEAR STIMULATION OF RESERVOIRS AND 

SUPPLIES OF NATURAL GAS 

Fred Holzer 

University of California 

Plowshare Division 

Lawrence Livermore Laboratories 

The United States is presently faced with a develop-

ing crisis in its energy resources and specifically in its 

supply of natural gas. The use of nuclear explosives in the 

stimulation of low-permeability gas is one of the methods 

which can make more gas available. Two nuclear explosive 

gas-stimulation experiments (projects Gasbuggy and Ruli-

son) have produced a substantial quantity of gas. Data from 

these experiments have been used in the design of the next 

experiment, Rio Blanco, in which three 30-kiloton 

explosives are planned to be detonated simultaneously in 

the same hole. 

As an example of the possibilities and opportunities 

presented by this technology, we have estimated that nu-

clearly stimulating 10 to 15 wells per year in Colorado's 

Piceance Basin could make that state independent of any 

external supply of natural gas for domestic and industrial 

consumption. Additionally, substantial cost savings over 

other gas supplies alternatives would accrue to the con-

sumers and to local governments. We estimate that the 

residual radioactivity in the gas would result in an individ-

ual radiation dose of about 1 millirem per year or about 

1/2 percent of the natural background in Colorado. 
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ENERGY RESOURCES OF THE VERMEJO RANCH, 

COLFAX COUNTY, NEW MEXICO 

William R. Speer 

Consulting Geologist 

The 48O,OOO-acre Vermejo Ranch of 

northeastern New Mexico represents the 

largest contiguous private land holding 

in the state. The recent consideration 

given to the purchase of this ranch by 

both the state and federal governments 

has focused much interest on its re-

source possibilities. Its location in 

the heart of the New Mexico portion of 

the Raton sedimentary Basin makes it a 

prime candidate for valuable energy 

resources. During the past two years 

several important deep oil and gas well 

tests have been drilled in previously 

unexplored portions of the ranch. These 

Dakota formation tests have afforded 

important data on the subsurface Terti-

ary-Cretaceous geological section and 

its hydrocarbon possibilities, which, 

until very recently, has not been re-

leased as public information. Signifi-

cant gas shows were encountered in the 

Raton, Trinidad, and Dakota Formations, 

which resulted in several completion 

attempts. The geology and pertinent oil 

and gas data from these wells is 

discussed. 

In addition to hydrocarbon possi-

bilities the Vermejo Ranch contains 

very important and valuable reserves of 

coal which are being developed by the 

Kaiser Steel Corporation. The York 

Canyon mine near the heart of the ranch 

currently is being mined by underground 

methods--both continuous and long-wall-

and by surface stripping methods. Esti-

mated reserves of the high volatile A 

bituminous coal with its low sulfur 

content and high coking quality make it 

one of the more important sources of 

metallurgical coal in the Western 

United States. 
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A SOLAR COMMUNITY 

R. P. Stromberg 

Exploratory Projects Division 5712 

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115 

ABSTRACT 

In response to increasing public and 

official recognition of the pressing 

needs for new, nonpolluting sources of 

energy, a series of systems studies con-

cerning potential uses of solar energy 

has been conducted at Sandia Laborato-

ries. These studies have included per-

formance and cost evaluations in the 

following areas: (1) solar-powered 

central station power plants, (2) solar 

energy collection systems, (3) energy 

storage systems, (4) heat-to-electric 

conversion systems, (5) methods for 

transportation of energy, and (6) means 

for using thermal energy for air condi-

tioning systems. 

One outcome of these studies is a new 

concept described in this paper which 

envisions a "Solar Community" that would 

significantly reduce its needs for 

fossil fuel energy, by using the sun as 

the source of practically all of its 

energy needs. By including air condi-

tioning and generation of electricity, 

this system goes beyond the economically 

and technically feasible solar-powered 

space and hot water heating systems 

currently being developed. 

When Sandia Laboratories personnel 

examined the energy problem for ways in 

which we could contribute, we chose 

solar energy as a possibility because of 

our very favorable geographic location 

and a staff able to deal with quite 

extensive systems design and development 

projects. As we examined the problems of 

concentrating the energy from the sun 

and the expense of that energy, we 

looked for ways to make maximum use of 

the energy available. By heating a fluid 

with solar collectors, then using the 

energy in the fluid for different uses 

as it cools, we were able to design a  

system we call the "Solar Community," 

where almost all the energy needs of the 

community could be met, except for 

extended periods of cloudy or unusually 

cold days. Several current solar energy 

development programs consist of either 

electrical generation or a combination of 

heating and cooling of living space. The 

Solar Community concept is more ambitious, 

treating the combined needs of a 

community. 

The feasibility program will 

challenge the system's engineering skills 

of the laboratory, but if successful, 

will offer a more complete solution to 

the energy problem as applied to 

residential uses. 

The Solar Community can best be 

explained with an illustration. Although 

the picture shows a central collection 

area and individual homes, high and mid-

rise apartment construction, as well as 

many forms of industrial buildings, are 

compatible with the concept. Energy 

would be collected by the many partial 

cylinder type collectors shown on the 

shopping center roof. Fluids heated in 

the collectors are stored underground in 

insulated tanks to supply the energy 

needed for generating electricity. 

Energy remaining after generating the 

electricity is stored in another set of 

insulated tanks, but now at a lower 

temperature than that used for electric-

ity. This energy is used to heat water, 

operate air conditioning equipment in 

the summer, or heat the houses in the 

winter. A careful study of the needs of 

typical houses shows this system is not 

only technically feasible, but close to 

being economically competitive with 

fossil fuels. Examples of different 

collector configurations are shown in 

the next two illustrations. 
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In the block diagram, the system 

can be described more completely. 

Sizing studies will not be completed 

for some time, but studies indicate a 

community larger than 20 living units 

and smaller than 1,000 living units. 

Systems studies have produced some 

interesting requirements for subsystems. 

The illustration shows that maximum 

collector-turbo generator efficiency 

occurs at turbine inlet temperatures 

well below those used in modern steam 

plants. Maximum cost effectiveness 

occurs at even lower temperatures, as 

collector area requirements are a most 

powerful cost influence. 

The next illustration, with air 

conditioning subsystem requirements, 

indicates a desire to lower the 

generator temperature as much as is 

feasible: The coefficient of performance 

can be lower than several of the data 

points shown and still permit 

satisfactory overall systems operation. 

Another cost study was interesting. 

The cost of steel to contain water 

under pressure definitely increases 

with temperature, since the pressures 

are greater and the amount of steel 

needed is also greater. Small tanks are 

more expensive than larger ones, until 

a size for 20 or more living units is 

reached, with costs leveling off beyond 

that point. 

Future fuel costs are difficult to 

obtain. No one seems willing to put 

values on future prices. In order to 

evaluate the effect of future increases 

in prices on the competitive position of 

solar energy, a set of estimates were 

made as shown. As you can see, wholesale 

prices are going to see an abrupt rise; 

but household prices, already much 

higher than wholesale, will not show the 

same percentage change. These prices are 

being used in our systems analyses. 

In mid-January, the system design 

was based upon collection of energy at 

individual home sites, transport to a 

central electrical generating plant, and 

then back to living units for air con-

ditioning, hot water and space heating. 

The collection temperature was 700
°
F. The 

system saved 65% on energy, but cost was 

240% of a conventional community. 

Separate studies of subsystem 

effectiveness suggested a temperature of 

450
°
F and elimination of two-way transfer 

of energy. With these changes, costs were 

reduced in several ways. Energy storage 

was now possible in water, much less 

expensive than fused salts. Transmission 

of energy was less than half as costly. 

As shown in the illustration, the new 

estimates for 1985 or later indicate 

savings of 62% on energy, with costs now 

approximately 120% of those in a 

conventional community. 

Albuquerque is an ideal location for 

a laboratory doing solar energy research 

and development, as can be shown by the 

following illustrations of Solar 

Insolation in June and December in the 

United States, as well as effects of 

altitude. A set of typical records from 

the Albuquerque Sunport illustrate the 

rate at which energy is received. If 

government sponsored experiments take 

place in areas of the country where 

chances of success are relatively high, 

applications to other sections of the 

country can proceed as increased per-

formance makes the system competitive 

over large geographic areas. 

On the basis of these findings, we 

think the Solar Community concept can 

offer significant improvement in the 

residential consumption of energy, if 

development proceeds to the point where 

private builders and utilities can 

commence construction and operation at a 

profit. We are seeking additional 

funding to continue the work to this 

point. 

Figures follow on pages 75-81 
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URANIUM RESOURCES OF NEW MEXICO 

by 

David C. Fitch 

Ranchers Exploration and Development Corporation 

New Mexico contains nearly one-half of 

the nation's uranium in ore remaining to 

be mined and has led the nation in 

uranium concentrates produced for each 

of the years from 1959 to the present. 

With this resource base and proven cap-

ability, New Mexico is expected to play a 

significant role in contributing to the 

nation's future uranium requirements in 

a rapidly expanding nuclear industry. 

This paper will attempt to outline in 

general terms the occurrence and dis-

tribution of New Mexico's uranium re-

sources and the relationship of these 

resources to the nation's uranium raw 

materials industry. 

Although uranium-bearing minerals have 

been described as early as 1565, and 

radium was being produced from uran-

ium ores in the Colorado Plateau in 

1913, it was not until the formation of 

the Manhattan Engineering District in 

1942 that uranium achieved importance. 

During the period 1943-1948, the 

Manhattan Project obtained about 

12,000 tons of uranium oxide. Proven U. 

S . uranium ore reserves remaining to be 

mined at the end of 1948 contained only 

about 2,500 tons of U308. (U308 

represents the conventional market unit 

for equivalent uranium contained in raw 

materials.) Since 1948 there has been a 

phenomenal growth of the uranium in-

dustry. The uranium raw materials 

market consisted at first of Atomic 

Energy Commission ore purchases that 

have been replaced entirely by the pri-

vate industry market that exists at the 

present time. 

In New Mexico, uranium minerals were 

first identified in 1904; however, it was 

not until 1950 that uranium came into 

its own in the state with the discovery 

of uranium ore in the Jurassic Todilto 

Limestone near Grants. In 1951 the 

first sandstone type uranium deposits 

were discovered near Grants and also 

were discovered near Laguna, resulting 

in the Jackpile Mine. In 1955, after 

several years of intensive exploration 

activity, the Ambrosia Lake uranium 

deposits were discovered. By 1956, ac-

cording to Atomic Energy Commission 

reports, New Mexico had 41 million 

tons of uranium ore outlined by drill 

holes and mine workings. 

Uranium, by comparison to other metals, 

is a relative newcomer in the mining in-

dustry and has experienced a dramatic 

growth. This growth is shown by the 

annual uranium deliveries and forecast 

demand for the United States as reported 

by the AEC (Fig. 1) . Purchases from 

domestic sources by the AEC reached a 

peak of 17,637 tons of U308 in 1960. 

Commercial deliveries began about 1966 

and represent all of the present market 

and forecast demand. The forecast de-

mand for 1976 is 20,500 tons and for 

1980 is 37 , 000 tons U308 . This is in 

8 2  
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sharp contrast to the present domestic 

production capability of about 19,000 

tons of U308 per year, with current 

deliveries averaging 13,000 to 14,000 

tons per year. New Mexico has produced 

about 40% of the nation's uranium 

through 1972. 

The amount of uranium required to fuel 

and maintain a nuclear power generat-

ing plant of the types currently being 

built ranges from 2400 to 5300 tons of 

U308 over a life of 30 years (Fig. 2) . The 

amount of uranium ore at an average 

grade of 0.25% U308 or 5 pounds per ton 

that contains this amount of uranium 

ranges from 960,000 to 

2,120,000 tons. 

As of December 31, 1972, a total of 160 

nuclear power generating units were 

operating, being built or planned in the U. 

S. During 1972 alone, electric utilities 

made known plans for 40 nuclear power 

generating units. 

Although uranium is common in the 

earth's crust, it is almost everywhere 

widely dispersed; very rarely is uranium 

concentrated in quantities sufficient to 

mine at a profit. Average uranium ore 

deposits in the U. S. represents a 

concentration about 500 times that of the 

normal uranium content in the crust In 

nature, uranium never occurs in its 

elemental form; it always occurs as a 

mineral. The economic deposits of 

uranium occur in veins in igneous and 

metamorphic rocks and as dissemina-

tions in limestone, coal, conglomerates 

and sandstone. 

The earliest known significant uranium 

deposits occur in veins in igneous and 

metamorphic rocks in the Belgian Congo, 

Czechoslovakia and northwestern Canada. 

Most of the various geologic types of 

deposits are recognized in the United 

States; however, sandstone uranium de-

posits are by far the most important and 

comprise nearly 99% of the uranium ore 

reserves at the present time (Fig. 3) . The 

host sandstones were deposited in 

fluvial-continental environments contain-

ing vegetal organic material. Uranium 

deposits in the sandstone occur mostly 

as uranium-bearing carbonaceous matter 

cementing sand grains and as uranium-

bearing coalified vegetal material. 

Domestic uranium reserves remaining 

to be mined as reported by the AEC are 

shown by Fig. 4. These ore reserves 

consist of proven and indicated ore 

outlined by surface drill holes and 

mine workings that is available at a 

cost of $8 per lb. of contained U 308. 

New Mexico is credited with a large 

part or about 49% of the nation's total 

uranium reserves. Potential reserves, 

or reserves calculated as possible in 

areas having favorable geologic criteria, 

mostly near existing deposits will pro-

bably result in significant additions to 

the proven reserves. 

New Mexico also leads the nation in 

uranium produced through 1972 (Fig. 5) 

with an amount about 40% of the nation's 

total uranium produced. The distribution 

of uranium deposits as calculated by the 

AEC (reserves plus production) as of 

January 1, 1972 is shown by Fig. 6. About 

9,000 tons U308 have been added to the 

total during the year 1972, probably 

mostly in Wyoming and Texas. The 

location of the nation's major uranium 

districts is shown in Fig. 7. 

Uranium deposits in New Mexico occur 

in widely scattered locations and in 

rocks of many ages and lithologic types 
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(Fig. 8); however, more than 95% of the 

total tonnage of uranium ore produced in 

New Mexico was from fluvial sandstone 

in the Jurassic Morrison Formation, 

mostly in the Grants Mineral Belt. Nearly 

all of New Mexico's proven uranium 

reserves remaining to be mined occur in 

this belt in the Morrison Formation. The 

Grants Mineral Belt, for the purpose of 

this paper, is an area enclosing all 

known uranium deposits in the Morrison 

Formation in the region extending from 

the Rio Puerco on the east to the 

Churchrock District on the west. This 

belt encloses an area 92 miles long and 

10 to 18 miles in width. Known uranium 

ore deposits occur at depths ranging 

from the surface outcrop to depths of 

more than 4, 000 ft. Most of the 

production to date has come from 

deposits at depths of less than 1500 ft. 

The principal producing area in the belt 

has been the Ambrosia Lake District 

located about 18 miles north of Grants 

(Fig. 9) . This district has produced 

about two-thirds of New Mexico's 

uranium and contains over half of New 

Mexico's proven reserves outlined at the 

present time. The Laguna district in the 

eastern end of the belt also has 

produced significant amounts of 

uranium ore totalling one-quarter to 

one-third of New Mexico's total 

production. Large reserves remain to be 

mined in the district. The Churchrock 

district located 16 miles northeast of 

Gallup in the west part of the belt has 

produced a lesser amount of uranium, 

but important ore reserves are known to 

exist and the potential for additional 

reserves is considered good. Less 

significant deposits occur throughout 

the mineral belt. Individual uranium 

deposits in the Grants Mineral Belt 

range in size from a few hundred to 

several million 

tons of ore. The average size of the 10 

largest deposits in the belt as reported 

by the AEC January l, 1972 is about 

12,900 tons of contained U3O8 which 

represents 5 to 6 million tons of typical 

uranium ore. 

The Morrison Formation, deposited in a 

continental environment, consists of 

interbedded fluvial sandstones and clay-

stones or mudstones. In the Grants 

Mineral Belt three members are recog-

nized (Fig. 10) . These are, in ascending 

order, the Recapture Member, the 

Westwater Canyon Member and the 

Brush Basin Member. The Recapture 

Member contains only small uranium 

deposits and consists mostly of mud-

stone with interbedded fine-grained 

sandstone. The Westwater Member, host 

for the largest uranium deposits in the 

Ambrosia Lake and Churchrock 

districts, consists of fluvial sandstone 

containing mudstone interbeds. The 

Brushy Basin Member includes the 

Jack-pile Sandstone, host rock for the 

large uranium deposits in the Laguna 

district. The Jackpile sandstone consists 

of fluvial-deposited sandstone with some 

interbedded mudstone. The remainder of 

the Brushy Basin Member consists 

mostly of greenish-gray mudstone with 

lenticular sandstone beds. 

Uranium deposits in the Grants Mineral 

Belt are irregular in shape, are roughly 

tabular and elongate and range from 

thin pods a few feet in width and length 

to deposits several tens of feet thick, 

several hundred feet wide and several 

thousand feet long . The deposits are 

roughly parallel to the enclosing sand-

stones. Many of the deposits form more 

than one layer and occur in clusters 

that form distinct trends (Figs. 11, 12 & 

13) . Primary uranium ore in Morrison 
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Sandstones in the Grants Mineral Belt 

consists mostly of extremely fine-

grained coffinite, a uranium silicate 

contained in dark-gray or brown 

carbonaceous matter that coats sand 

grains and impregnates the sandstone. 

Uranium deposits also occur in the 

Morrison Formation outside of the 

Grants Mineral Belt; however, they are 

less important at the present time (Fig. 

8) . The Shiprock and Chuska areas in 

northwest New Mexico have produced 

about 50,000 tons of uranium ore, 

mostly from the Salt Wash Member in 

the lower part of the Morrison Form-

ation. The south limit of the Salt Wash 

Member, host rock for deposits in the 

Colorado Uravan mineral belt, occurs 

near the Chuska Mtns. A very small 

amount of uranium ore production has 

been reported from Morrison sandstones 

in Rio Arriba and Sandoval Counties. 

Among rocks other than those in the 

Morrison Formation, the Jurassic 

Todilto Limestone, about 400 to 500 ft. 

below the Morrison Formation, has been 

the most productive. The Todilto Limestone 

has produced nearly 1 million tons of 

uranium ore equal to about 2% of New 

Mexico's production through 1972. Most of 

this ore was produced from the Grants 

region. Todilto uranium deposits, however, 

are typically small and irregular; therefore, 

economic considerations preclude 

exploration at drill depths greater than 

about 500 ft. except under special 

circumstances. 

Next to the Todilto Limestone in import-

ance of uranium produced from rocks 

other than the Morrison Formation is 

the Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone. De-

posits in the Dakota Sandstone have 

yielded about 60,000 tons of uranium 

ore from McKinley and Sandoval Counties. 

Although these deposits are geologically 

similar to those of the Morrison Formation, 

they are typically small. 

Uranium deposits in sedimentary 

rocks of Pennsylvanian, Permian and 

Triassic age have produced small 

amounts of uranium ore in New 

Mexico. Deposits in sedimentary rocks 

of Tertiary and Quaternary (?) age are 

typically small and of low grade. 

Vein deposits of uranium that occur in 

igneous and metamorphic rocks in New 

Mexico are widely scattered and are not 

an important source of uranium at the 

present time. These deposits have pro-

duced a total of about 15,000 to 20,000 

tons of uranium ore in New Mexico. 

In order to visualize the economic sig-

nificance of the total uranium produced 

and reserves remaining to be mined in 

New Mexico, a price of $8 per pound of 

U308 is estimated for purposes of 

calculation. This leads to an estimated 

gross value of nearly $3.7 billion for the 

462 million pounds of U308 contained in 

production plus reserves presently 

outlined. This value may change 

considerably, depending upon a number 

of factors that are difficult to predict at 

this time, such as future uranium 

prices and future additions to ore 

reserves that are likely to be made. 

Previous domestic uranium prices paid 

by the AEC during the period 1948 to 

1971 average $8.52/lb. of U308 for an 

amount of U3O8 that represents about 

71% of the nation's total uranium pro-

duced as reported through 1972. (How-

ever, current delivery prices have been 

much lower than this average.) Pre-

liminary U. S. Bureau of Mines data for 

New Mexico's uranium produced during 
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1971 and 1972 indicates a value of $6.20/ 

lb. U3O8. Uranium price data usually are 

not published because the sales are 

covered by agreements between private 

companies in a competitive industry. 

Forecasted prices for uranium in con-

centrates are in controversy, but some 

sources predict a range of $7.50 to 

$8.00/1b. U308 for 1975, $8.00 to $9.00/ 

lb. for 1980 and $9.00 to $11.00/lb. for 

1985. The sales price, of course, has a 

major effect on the exploration and mining 

effort that will be made to recover New 

Mexico's uranium resources. 

Most of the future uranium production 

in New Mexico will come from under-

ground mines. Some of the new uran-

ium deposits now being developed into 

mines occur at depths exceeding 1500 

ft. and may be expected to reach depths 

of up to 3000 or 4000 ft. in the not-too-

distant future. 

Typical capital and development costs 

to bring a moderately deep deposit into 

production are estimated at about $20-

million for a 1000-tons-of-ore-per-day 

mine and mill. This cost will, of 

course, vary depending on a number of 

factors that are difficult to predict. 

Typical lead times required to explore 

for, discover and develop uranium ore 

reserves into a producing facility as re- 

ported by the AEC are shown by Fig. 

14. This lead time is shown as 8 to 9 

years from the beginning of exploration 

to production of uranium oxide, assum-

ing a successful exploration program. 

A large part of future exploration efforts, 

some of which will be successful, will be 

committed to searching geologic en-

vironments known to be favorable for 

uranium deposits. Most of the emphasis 

will be directed toward favorable sand-

stones in the Morrison Formation, and a 

large part of these expenditures will 

continue to be made within the Grants 

Mineral Belt. 

An increasing amount of exploration ex-

penditures will undoubtedly be made 

outside of the Grants Mineral Belt in 

areas not previously known to contain 

large deposits. During the past six years, 

however, many of these areas were 

tested by various companies with an 

exploration effort that peaked in 1969 

without any reported commercial dis-

coveries. 

The future potential appears excellent 

for finding additional uranium ore re-

serves in New Mexico. However, a large 

part of these reserves may be expected 

to occur at depths of 2500 ft. or more, 

which will require costly exploration 

and development. 

Figures 1-14 follow on pages 87-99 
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TARGET FOR TOMORROW - CONVERSION OF NATURAL 

GAS TO ELECTRICITY VIA THE FUEL CELL 

Campbell McMordie 

Southern Union Gas Co. 

The purpose of this presentation, 

entitled "Target For Tomorrow," is to 

acquaint you with the natural gas fuel 

cell and the program behind its develop-

ment. The program, if successful,- will 

lead to a new single source utility ser-

vice with many benefits to the consumer 

and society. This new all gas service 

would rely on the fuel cell to provide 

all of the customer's electrical needs. 

Our test period began late in 1971, 

during some pretty severe winter con-

ditions and continued until the removal 

of the test unit on August 8, 1972. The 

unit had recorded 3,739 hours of ope-

ration. 

I would like you to keep in mind the 

fact that our involvement with the Pratt 

& Whitney Company was on a field test 

basis. Therefore, we are committed to 

release of data that is "not too 

technical" at this time. 

The organization which is responsi-

ble for this program is called TARGET, 

which is the name of a not-for-profit 

corporation - The Team to Advance Re-

search for Gas Energy Transformation. 

Actually the name TARGET applies to an 

organization and a program. It is a 

combined effort by major utility comp-

anies in the United States and elsewhere 

- including gas transmission companies, 

gas distribution companies, combination 

gas and electric companies and Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft Division of United 

Aircraft Corporation. Funds of over $50 

million have been committed to this 

program by these utilities and Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft. This is all private 

money. 

The goal of the program is to dev-

elop a natural gas fuel cell system 

capable of providing competitive elect-

ricity efficiently, cleanly and quietly  

at the point of use. This would permit 

the gas industry to offer a competitive 

single source utility service with high 

environmental and conservation value. 

The fuel cell powerplant research 

and development activities are being 

conducted in a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft 

facility with a floor area of about 

170,000 square feet. There are about 

700 people involved in all of Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft's fuel cell programs. 

Technologically, the fuel cell 

power-plant has already proven itself. 

In terms of availability for use by 

individuals, it is still some time in 

the future. But before we look at the 

future, let's see where we are today. 

Southern Union has been in the gas 

business for over 40 years. Today, we 

provide service to more than 450,000 

customers in over 135 cities and towns 

in New Mexico, Texas, Arizona and Okla-

homa. Obviously, we have a big stake in 

the energy business. 

But just what is the condition of 

the energy business in the United States? 

You are well aware of the need to protect 

our environment...and to preserve our 

natural resources--two areas of concern, 

incidentally, which have been receiving 

close attention from Southern Union for 

many years. 

Now, in the midst of this situation, 

is a seemingly contradictory need - our 

appetite for more energy; abundant, re-

liable, clean, low-cost energy. It comes 

as no surprise then that there is in 

this country an energy crisis. 

What is being done about it? There are 

a number of approaches, and a number of 

organizations, associations and individual 

companies working on the problem. 
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Among the ways the gas industry is 

trying to solve the problem is through 

an ever-widening and increasingly 

active search for new gas supplies. In 

addition to drilling in regions of the 

nation that are believed to be gas pro-

ductive, the search encompasses many 

distant areas--places like Alaska, off-

shore the continental United States, 

the Artic, Canada. Large amounts of 

natural gas are known to exist in each 

of these places. Getting the gas out of 

the ground and obtaining it for the 

nation's markets are the major chall-

enges. 

The gas industry is also engaged in 

several other gas supply projects, such 

as importing liquefied natural gas by 

way of large ocean-going tankers from 

gas-producing foreign countries; manu-

facturing pipeline quality gas from coal 

and naptha by special gasification pro-

cesses; and using nuclear stimulation 

techniques to increase gas production. 

As a matter of fact, the world's 

only two experimental tests conducted to 

date to free natural gas from tight 

underground formations by nuclear stim-

ulation have occurred not too far from 

the Albuquerque area. One test has been 

conducted in the San Juan Basin gas 

fields near Farmington and the other one 

has taken place in western Colorado. 

In the case of Southern Union, we 

are more fortunate than most gas utili-

ties in that we have facilities located 

in the heart of some of the most pro-

lific gas producing regions in the 

nation. 

Right here in New Mexico in the Four 

Corners area, for example, we have 

large gas reserves owned and under con-

tract. In addition, we carry on an act-

ive exploration and oil and gas well 

drilling program--activities in which 

we have been successfully involved for 

over 4O years. 

So far we've been talking about 

efforts to obtain more energy for the 

future. Another approach is to make 

the most efficient use of that energy. 

That's the essence of natural gas fuel 

cell energy service. It's an exciting 

new means of supplying all energy, in-

cluding electricity, for a business, 

residence or industrial plant--all from 

one source, pollution-free natural gas! 

All-gas energy service is made 

possible by a development of space-age 

technology--the natural gas fuel cell 

power-plant. And we have just such a 

unit operating now at a home here in 

Albuquerque. 

The fuel cell powerplant serving 

this home is the first installation of 

its kind in the southwest. The only 

other one scheduled to be installed in 

this part of the country for testing 

purposes will be in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 

This installation is part of an ex-

perimental program to test the practical 

application of all-gas energy service. 

All of the energy needs of this home are 

met with natural gas. For heating, 

cooking, and water heating purposes, 

natural gas is used directly. The fuel 

cell powerplant, operating on natural 

gas, produces all the required electri-

city for the home efficiently and econ-

omically, as well as cleanly and quietly. 

This experimental installation repre-

sents a research investment by Southern 

Union as a participant in a national gas 

industry program called TARGET. The 

letters stand for Team to Advance Re-

search for Gas Energy Transformation, 

Inc. The purpose of this organization's 

efforts is to help solve the nation's 

energy and environmental needs. The 

immediate aim is to establish whether or 

not fuel cell energy service is a practi-

cal concept and acceptable to the public. 

The search for this imaginatively 

new and better energy service started in 

1967 when a nationwide group of gas 

companies formally organized TARGET as a 

non-profit organization operating with 

funds derived from private sources. 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of 

United Aircraft Corporation was selected 

as the prime contractor for this long-

range, multi-million dollar research 
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program. Pratt & Whitney developed 

the fuel cell powerplant technology 

and hardware for America's Apollo 

space missions. 

Today there are 32 member 

companies, including Southern Union, in 

TARGET. These companies, together with 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, are in the 

process of installing and testing 

natural gas fuel cell powerplants in a 

number of locations and under a variety 

of conditions throughout the United 

States. The unit Southern Union is 

testing here in Albuquerque will be 

operated at intervals over the next 

three months and at the end of the test 

period will be taken out of service and 

returned to Pratt & Whitney for further 

evaluation. The other units undergoing 

tests across the country will be handled 

on a similar basis. 

Hopefully, in the not too distant 

future, the gas industry will be able 

to offer an attractively priced, single 

source utility service with many econ-

omic and service advantages, plus high 

environmental and conservation values. 

The fuel cell powerplant installed 

at this home generates electricity from 

chemical energy stored in natural gas. 

In this respect, the fuel cell provides 

the same function as a conventional 

electric generation system. However, 

the manner in which the fuel cell gene-

rates electricity is dramatically diff-

erent from presently more conventional 

methods of generating power. 

This fuel cell combines natural gas 

with oxygen in the air to produce elect-

ricity directly--without combustion. 

In conventional energy conversion 

systems, the combustion process is needed 

to convert the chemical energy stored in 

fuel to thermal energy which is then 

transformed into mechanical energy by 

means of a rotating generator. There is a 

loss of efficiency at each step. 

While the conventional energy con-

version system requires a number of 

intermediate steps to produce electri  

city, the fuel cell accomplishes the 

same job simply, directly and more 

efficiently by means of an electro-

chemical process. 

The fuel cell produces electricity on 

demand, in the amount, and at the same 

time it is actually needed. The 

electrochemical process takes place in a 

single cell, consisting of a fuel 

electrode, air electrode and 

electrolyte. Each cell in the fuel cell 

powerplant produces enough electric 

power to sustain the illumination of a 

60-watt light bulb at a potential of one 

volt. The powerplant Southern Union is 

testing here has capacity to generate 

12-1/2 kilowatts of power which is more 

than ample to meet the peak electrical 

needs of the average single-family home. 

To produce a higher voltage and 

power level, the single cells can be 

connected in a series to form a modular 

assembly called a "stack." The stacks 

may be connected in parallel for even 

greater power levels. The one-volt 

single cell may be used to provide 

power capacities to meet a load or de-

mand of anywhere from a few kilowatts 

to serve an individual home to many 

kilowatts to serve a large industrial 

requirement. 

This building block or modular ap-

proach to power generation provides a 

very flexible power system which can 

be tailored to the specific needs of a 

wide range of installations. 

In addition to the fuel cell modules, 

the powerplant contains a reformer, 

which, in this installation is housed in 

the same compartment as the fuel cell and 

an inverter. 

Natural gas is supplied to the re-

former, which uses a chemical process 

known for more than a century. It takes 

the natural gas through a chemical trans-

formation process in the presence of steam 

and a catalytic medium and dissociates the 

carbon and the hydrogen elements of 

natural gas. The carbon is transformed to 

carbon dioxide and together with the 

released hydrogen is fed as 
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fuel to the fuel cell itself. 

The processed fuel, together with 

air, is then converted in the fuel cell 

to direct current electricity. The in-

verter then transforms the DC electri-

city into alternating current (AC). 

These three components--the reformer, 

the fuel cell modules and the inverter--

combine to form a fully automatic fuel 

cell powerplant capable of unattended 

operation. 

Since the fuel cell eliminates the 

intermediate steps of combustion, it 

uses fuel more economically. This direct 

conversion of chemical energy into 

electricity is far more efficient than 

any system of electric generation that 

relies on the combustion process. 

Conventional electric generation 

systems must be built on a large scale 

to achieve practical levels of effici-

ency. The fuel cell, on the other 

hand, exhibits a high level of effic-

iency almost independently of size. 

The same high level of efficiency, or 

fuel economy, may be obtained from a 

fuel cell powerplant tailored to pro-

vide a few kilowatts for residential 

needs or from one sized to meet large 

industrial demands. 

Equally important, the fuel cell 

powerplant is a very clean power gen-

erator. The main byproducts of gen-

eration of electricity by way of the 

natural gas fuel cell powerplant are 

air, a relatively small amount of heat, 

water vapor and harmless carbon dioxide. 

Sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, hydro-

carbons and particulets, all major poll-

utants, are almost non-existent with the 

production of electricity by the natural 

gas fuel cell powerplant. 

The fuel cell is also quiet in its 

operation. It has no moving parts. Thus, 

noise is minimized. There is no need for 

locating the powerplant near a source of 

cooling water, such as a river or lake, 

since cooling of the fuel cell is 

accomplished directly with air. This 

combination of features provides a  

unique power generation system that is 

not restricted by use or location. 

Natural gas fuel cell service has 

reliability advantages, too. Natural gas 

is supplied by an underground pipeline 

system directly to the fuel cell 

powerplant. As a result, the generating 

device eliminates most of the causes of 

conventional power interruptions and 

customer inconveniences. The simplicity 

of the fuel cell's direct energy conver-

sion process also contributes to its 

long life and reliability. 

Locating the fuel cell at the point 

of use provides the potential for a new 

energy service option. By combining the 

advantages of gas and electricity into a 

single energy service, the customer can 

enjoy clean, modern natural gas for such 

purposes as water heating, heating, air 

conditioning and cooking, and electricity 

for powering other appliances and for 

lighting purposes. With the fuel cell 

energy service, all of the customer's 

energy needs are supplied by natural gas. 

How much will natural gas fuel cell 

energy cost? Assuming all technical 

objectives of the research project are 

achieved, it's anticipated that the cost 

for fuel cell energy service will be 

competitive with the cost for both gas 

and electric service as now provided 

separately. 

All in all, the potential for the 

customer and society are the driving 

force for the fuel cell research invest-

ment by Southern Union and other member 

companies of TARGET. 

The effort to realize these benefits 

with natural gas fuel cell service began 

in 1967 as a three-phase program to be 

conducted over a nine-year period. 

Phase 1, successfully completely in 

1969, explored the technical and economic 

aspects of fuel cell energy service and 

established the requirements that would 

have to be met for the various potential 

applications in the marketplace. 

Phase 2, now in progress, involves 
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a continued investigation of the tech-

nology and a deeper probe into the 

realities of the actual application to 

obtain answers to questions about the 

technical and economic practicality of 

natural gas fuel cell energy service. 

Phase 3, contingent on the success of 

Phase 2, anticipates actual marketing of 

fuel cell energy service through a 

relatively small powerplant capable of 

years of reliable, unattended operation. 

Concurrently with continued tech-

nology development on fuel cells during 

Phase 3, TARGET member companies are 

conducting a Comprehensive Installation 

Program. Known as CIP, this program is 

aimed at obtaining real-life experience 

with fuel cell powerplants. To 

accomplish this objective, a limited 

number of experimental fuel cell power-

plants are being, or will be, field 

tested in various parts of the country. 

Up to 60 natural gas fuel cell pow-

erplants are scheduled for installation 

by various TARGET member companies at 37 

locations in 19 states. Installations 

are planned for apartments, stores, 

restaurants and office and industrial 

buildings, as well as for homes, like we 

have here in Albuquerque. 

Since this search for a better en-

ergy service was launched, significant 

progress has been made in the develop-

ment of the natural gas fuel cell 

power-plant. But much remains to be 

accomplished. 

The efforts of Southern Union Gas 

Company and the other member companies 

of TARGET are aimed at establishing a 

solid basis for determining if, and 

when, the industry will offer fuel cell 

energy service. The outcome of this 

program will decide whether natural gas 

fuel cell powerplants can be produced 

and marketed commercially. 

Using nature's clean source of en-

ergy, pollution-free natural gas, the 

fuel cell may help reduce air and water 

pollution, conserve our natural resources 

and help meet the country's ever-in-

creasing demands for energy. 

Your reaction to this bold, pioneer-

ing effort--natural gas fuel cell ser-

vice--will be very helpful in establish-

ing this TARGET FOR TOMORROW. 

The experimental TARGET powerplant, 

which has been installed by various 

TARGET member companies in a variety of 

locations in the United States, Canada, 

and Japan is called Powercel 11, which 

is a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft trade 

name for a first generation 

hydrocarbon-air fuel cell powerplant. 

The Powercel 11 is an experimental 

powerplant which uses natural gas to 

produce conventional alternating current 

electricity over a wide range of loads 

up to 12-1/2 kilowatts peak load. While 

this is an experimental unit, it has 

demonstrated many of the inherent feat-

ures of fuel cell powerplants. These 

features offer potential benefits to 

both the users of the energy service it 

provides and to society in general. 

As we have indicated, these experi-

mental natural gas fuel cell powerplants 

were installed in a variety of locations 

providing energy service to many diff-

erent types of buildings. Apartments, 

stores, homes, restaurants, office build-

ings, industrial buildings and electric 

utility substations were included in this 

research program. The installation, 

operation and maintenance of the power-

plants were conducted by the TARGET 

member companies. The first installation 

was a condominium home in Farmington, 

Connecticut. The fuel cell powerplant 

successfully provided the electrical 

requirements for the home's lighting, 

appliances, and air conditioning equip-

ment during this 3-month test. 

The Powercel 11 consists of two 

units: the D.C. powerplant, which houses 

the reformer and the fuel cells, and the 

inverter, which converts the D.C. 

electricity from the fuel cells into 

utility grade A.C. electricity. 

Both indoor and outdoor locations 

were used in the experimental install-

ations. Larger installations were accom-

modated by connecting multiple power-

plants together in modular fashion and 
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the system provided either single phase 

or three phase A.C. electricity. 

A variety of homes were included in 

the test in addition to the Southern 

Union experimental home here in Albuq-

uerque. In addition, in Milwaukee, four 

mobile homes were powered by one experi-

mental natural gas fuel cell powerplant. 

In Riverside, California, an air con-

ditioned mobile home is powered by an 

experimental unit. Multi-family dwellings 

such as a nine-unit apartment in Chicago, 

and a thirteen unit apartment near 

Pittsburg. A variety of commercial 

buildings were included in the testing 

such as a branch bank near Buffalo; a 

convenience food store in Barrington, 

Illinois; a drugstore in New York City, 

and an office building in Flint, Michi-

gan. 

Industrial type buildings were in-

cluded in the testing such as a green-

house located near Cleveland; an auto-

mobile repair shop, and a manufacturing 

plant near Columbus, Ohio. Three pow-

erplants were operating in parallel at 

this location. 

The experimental 12-1/2 kilowatt 

powerplant has demonstrated many unique 

features which are important in on-site 

energy generation. The quality of the 

electricity produced by this experi-

mental unit is high. Voltage regulation 

is excellent and the frequency is held 

accurately at 60 cycles per second. 

While the Powercel 11 is an experi-

mental unit, the powerplant is quiet and 

completely automatic in operation. No 

one need be in attendance. Automatic 

shutdown and safety controls are 

provided to insure proper operation. The 

unit has demonstrated that very low 

levels of pollutants are emitted and 

high efficiency levels are possible. In 

the course of the program, experience 

has been gained in operation from sea 

level to altitudes here in Albuquerque 

of 5900 feet. Powerplants installed out 

of doors have been exposed to a wide 

variety of weather and temperatures over 

100°F and down to 20° below zero. I 

would like to point out that the Power-

cel 11 is an experimental powerplant 

designed a few years ago specifically to 

obtain field operating experience in 

this program. Advances in the program 

indicate that future powerplants could 

be of considerably smaller size for the 

same power output. 

If the TARGET program reaches a suc-

cessful outcome, more advanced units may 

be used by gas companies to provide their 

customers with an energy service based on 

nature's clean fuel, natural gas. In this 

way, the fuel cell could help to conserve 

our dwindling natural resources, reduce 

air and water pollution and help meet the 

country's ever-increasing demand for 

energy. 
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The concepts discussed in this 
paper were first published in a study of 
the Laboratory's Rock Melting Drill (E. 
Robinson, et al, "A Preliminary Study of 
the Nuclear Subterrene," Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory report LA-4547, 
April 1971). One application of such a 
drill appears to be the drilling of very 
deep, relatively low-cost, holes. Since 
such holes will end up in hot rock, it 
became of interest to consider energy 
extraction from the rock. Since rock has 
a very low thermal conductivity, it is 
necessary to contact a large surface 
area of rock in order to remove inter-
esting amounts of heat. One way to do 
this appears as follows: 

1. A hole of about 7-inch diameter 
is drilled and cased into rock 
of 250-300°C. 

2. A portion of the hole below 
the casing is filled with 
water and the pressure in-
creased until a crack forms in 
the rock. Water is pumped into 
the crack at lower pressure to 
enlarge it. 

3. At the growing edge of the 
crack, growth proceeds inter-
mittently, accompanied by 
bursts of noise which may be 
located by an array of geo-
phones. Using the geophone data 
for guidance, a second hole is 
drilled to intersect the top of 
the crack. After a liner is 
cemented into place, a 
secondary hydrofracture is 
created to facilitate flow be-
tween the pipes. 

4. The pipes are connected by a 
heat exchanger at the surface. 

1/ Written under the auspices of the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

Water is pumped down the first 
pipe and up the second, while 
pressure is maintained high 
enough to prevent boiling. Once 
circulation has been est-
ablished, a convective driving 
force of 1,000-1,500 psi, aris-
ing from the difference in den-
sity of hot and cold water, will 
maintain the circulation. 

The advantages of operating with 
an all-liquid system are fourfold: 

1. Several times as much thermal 
energy can be brought up a given 
pipe as water than as steam. 

2. Problems of precipitation of 
dissolved substances are brought 
to the surface, where they may 
be more readily handled. 

3. In the water phase, viscosity 
decreases as temperature in-
creases. If two geometrically 
similar paths exist in rock of 
different temperatures, the flow 
through the hotter path will be 
higher than the flow through the 
cooler path. 

4. Dissolved gases, such as H2S, 
will remain in solution and be 
reinjected into the reservoir, 
greatly reducing environmental 
problems. 

As the rock cools on the surface it 
will tend to contract, but the contraction 
will be opposed by the hotter rock behind 
it. This is expected to cause cracking 
which will expose new areas of hot rock. 
The coldest water is near the hottest 
rocks near the bottom of the reservoir, so 
the cracks should grow preferentially 
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downward. This process has been studied 
in some detail on a computer (F. Harlow 
and W. Pracht, "A Theoretical Study of 
Geothermal Energy Extraction," Jour. 
Geophys. Res. 77, 7038-7048, 1972), and 
earlier hand calculations indicating 

that the reservoir life might be extended 
indefinitely were confirmed. Even without 
this process, calculations indicate that 
an average electrical power of 25 MW can 
be drawn from a crack of one square 
kilometer area over 20 years. 
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